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ÀBSTRãCT

Emphasis on leisure and recreation has grown over the decade

with increased demand for recreational programs and
facilities.
Recreation planning methods and technigues have
addressed the demand by providing nev/ alternatives
reflecting the evolving concepts of leisure and recreation.
once a need or demand is identified, planners focus on the
type of facility, its location, its cost and its effect on
existing amenities and social welfare of a conmunity..
This practicum addresses general location criteria
which
wil-] help identify optimum locations for aquatj-c facilities
in Winnipeg with particular ernphasis on the l-ocation of a
Leisure Pool.
Factors which influence recreation and
leisure attitudes in the community are identified and a
model constructed. rdentifying preferred l-ocations for a
recreational facility is a complex process. The need for a
simple rnethod witl assist the recreation planner in the
analysis of potential sites.
The practicum illustrates

the application of a 1ocation
criteria for winnipeg and proposes a method for caribrating
the model to meet local_ conditions.

PART I:

RECREÀTION PLANNING FOR RECREÀ,TIONÀL FÀCILITIES

CRÀPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This is a practicum about rocationar criteria, specificarly
focusing on the development of large recreational
facirities.
The document provides a rational basis for
decision maki-ng I a framework for developing locatíonal
criteria, and a general set of determinants which shourd be
taken into consideration when developing such criteria.
rt is the desire of the author to ensure that the reader
comes ar^¡ay with a better understanding of several things:
t-.

2.

What locational criteria

are involved;
Whqt role planners have in developing l-ocational
criteria;

3. what techniques for deveroping recreational facilities
exist in the field of recreational planning.
The practicum is set out in two parts. part r, dears
with generar aspects of Recreation planning and the
development
of a locational model for recreational_
facilities.
Chapter 1 examines the concepts of both
Recreation and Leisure, by providing a working definition
for these terms in reration to recreation pranning. chapter
2 is concerned with establishing the social Determínants
of leisure behavior in the community. This touches upon
urban recreation needs and the recreation needs of special
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the community. This includes the financial
âs
aspects related to the delivery of recreation facilities,
well as the planning process involved in carrying out the
development of recreational land uses or facilities.
Chapter 4, focuses on both the Mode1 Development and
establishment of Location Criteria which is to be appfied to
the chosen model.
demand in

Part II is concerned with applying, to a case study, the
information presented above. Chapter 5 presents the Case
Study which focuses on the deveJ-opment of a proposal for the
establishment of a !{ave Pool in the city of Winnipeg.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the discussion of the model and
recommendations for its implementation. Finally Chapter 7
presents a Summary and concludes this research.
should be stressed that planning is a
profession which rris a part of the organization of society
and that some control over the use of land is, and wiII
continue to be, an important component of that
organizationttl. Àreas of open space designated for outdoor
parks or for the construction of indoor recreation
facil-ities have to address the needs and desires of the
community with which it is placed. The main issue which
From the outset it

has to be taken into consideratj-on in initiating

for a recreational facility
1 Margaret Roberts,

Techniquêstt, p.3.

rrAn

a proposal
is the identification of the

Introduction to

Town Planning

LL

rrneedrr

The planner,
or Itdemandrr for a specific fací1ity.
through the use of planning techniques, will use his/her
ability to discern which variables determine the 'rneedrr
The recognition of rrneedrr in a
orrrdemandrr of a facility.
community is derived from excepted standards within a
community which are identified through the use of surveys
and demographic studies which are then analyzed by the
planner and recommendations presented.

This being said, the bulk of this practicum is concerned
with establishing a set of locational criteria and designing
a model which can be used in formulating development
proposals for large recreational facilities.
The practicum
addresses environmental concerns through zoning and the
assumption that a completed project design will be subjected
to an Environmental fmpact Assesment. Similarly, a rational
basis for decisions need to be made prior to political
consideration and recognition of vested interests, thus the
issue of politics in not represented in the study.
This practicum is not a rrneedsrr study, but rather a location
study. The emphasis is on two areas; first, the aspects
related to the formulati-on of Locational Criteria and Model
Development; and second identifying the rel-ationship between
the public interest and how the planner should incorporate
that public interest, into the finat proposal.

1.1 Wbat is Leisure: À Definition
Recreation Planning is a complex field which can only

be

defined by a combination of terms and concepts, one such
concept, and by far the most important is the concept of
leisure.
The concept of leisure is dynamic and very
flexible in nature, and defies a simple definition. Leisure
consists of a number of behavioral styles with respect to an
individual's use of leisure time. This in turn irnplies a
variety of meanings for leisure inherent in the variations
present in different individual leisure styles. Therefore,
recreation planners must identify
an individual rs
place in society with regards to their personal and social
identities before contemplating planning decisions. Leisure
is seen by recreation planners and social psychologists as a
state
of
rnind rather
participatory
than
a
act, therefore it demands particuJ-ar skilIs from recreation
planners to interpret a community,s leisure desires. This,
in turn forces the planning community to remain as flexible
as possible in developing policies, recommendations, and
plans for each community.
Leisure is seen to begin with the institutions of a society
and an individuals ability to integrate
into those
institutions creating an efficient leisure system. This
system is said to be rrsystematic", which is the variety of
sociologicar leisure that the western society folrows. rn
the minds of the western society, recreation planners see

6

the idea of leisure and participatory activities revolving
around the purchasing of material objects to satisfy one's
desi-re to carry out a specific leisure need. This seems to
indicate that much of today's leisure thinking has fallen
victim to the atternpts of mass medía to construe leisure as
a concept of possession and acquisition rather than a
concept of freedom to pursue an activity of one's choice.
Leisure behavior and attitudes tend to change as an
individual's life rol-es change. Thus change v¡ithin one's
life presents an individual with different opportunities and
expectations for leisure. Changes in leisure opportunities
are related to an individual-'s change in income, dgê,
employment access to facilities.
The recreation planner
therefore must be able to establish a definition of what
leisure may consist of, based on these factors.
The
difficulty however comes in translating related survey and
primarily statistical information into some firm decisions
regarding the types of recreation programs, facilities and
policies should be established within a given community.
The definition

of leisure which this study follows comes
from Seymour Gold who defines leisure âs, t,any portion of an
individuals tirne not occupied by gainfur employment or used
in the pursuit of essential activitiesrr. However, as it has
been stated, the concept of leisure is not static, and
therefore demands that it be used in the most frexible
manner possible. This should prompt recreation planners to

7

remain as flexible as possible when formulating recreation
proposals.

L.2 lfbat is Recreation?
the complexity of the concept of leisure revolves around the
fact that it is a rather subjective state of mind state as
opposed to an overt physical action; and because of their
close relaïionship, so is, to some extent, the concept of
recreation. There is however, a misconception that the
terms leisure and recreation are interchangeable, this is
not so. Each of these concepts have their ohrn distinct
definition: whereas, âs seen above, Seymour Gold construes
leisure as being "any portion of an individuals time
not occupied by gainful employment or used in the pursuit of
essential activitiesrr; while he construes recreation âs,
"any leisure time activity which is pursued for its o\¡in sake
or which happiness to a person as a result of a recreation
experien ce"2

.

The nature of recreation planning is seen as a process that

relates the leisure time of individuals to space. This
therefore invorves the creation of arternative v/ays for
people to spend their leisure time by, means of planning
techniques that combine environmental design and. socialconcerns. These social concerns are related to the changing
ideas of how one should spend oners 1eisure time, while
Seymour M.

Gold, ItRecreation Planning and Designtt, p.32.

ö

environmentar design will

brend social- science and public
administration, to provide l-eisure services as part of a
Human services delivery system. This will create a wider
view of recreatíon planning by elirninating the use of
distinctions such as indoor space and outdoor space, and
start integrating these areas as spaces and servj_ces.
The range of recreational pursuit has moved from traditional

forms, to forms of recreation that revolve around a more
material set of varues. Today's materialry orientated l_ife
styles reguire recreation to be seen as an econornic activity
because of the amount of material goods purchased for an
individuar to furfil their recreationar desires.
This
increased amount of economic activity with respects to
recreation, brings to right the possibil-ity of providing
recreation rearized through an economic process.
By
evaluating recreation through an economic approach, it is
felt, that the changes in an individuals taste and more
importantry the irnpact of new technoJ-ogy can be more
ef f icientJ-y addressed.
The effect of the use and provision of recreational
facilities
essentially folrow three basic criteria.
Firstly, there is the issue of accessibility, which is based
on the knowledge of existence, rocation, avaj_labitity, and.
drawing pov/er of a facirity.
secondly, there is the issue
of time, and the continuing trend of changing work days from
a traditional- Monday to Friday work schedute, to one that is
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based on a working schedule that includes both weekdays and

weekends. This change will therefore spread out the
traditionally crowded weekend leisure time over seven days,
rather than just two. FinaIIy, the relationship between
income and recreation is one that sees expenditures on
recreation increasing more rapidly than income increments.
Recreational actions or activities are related to the
circumstances that an individual finds themselves in. This
is related to such things as one's income, â9€, and socialstatus.
These factors, must therefore be taken into
consideration by recreation planners when developing
recreation planning proposals.
To sum up, the definitions of recreation and leisure are not

interchangeable, and therefore posses their ov/n distinct
definitions. Recreation is the activity one participates in
during one's leisure time and, in most cases includes the
use of specific recreational facilities.
The provision of
these facilities revolves around the recreation planner,s
ability to identify what type of facility
a community
requires and in turn to develop a proposal which wilI
address the community's desires.

10
CEAPEER 2

PROVIDING COMMUNITY RECREÀTION ÂND LEISURE

2.\

Introduction
The availability of recreational and leisure facilities
at
the community leve1 is an integral part of creating
Providing these facilities
community unity.
can be a
complex process which must consider both individual- and
community needs. À11 cj-tizens must have access to community
facilities by ensuring that facility design and programs
address all needs of the community.

2.2 Social determinants of Leisure Behavior
social behavior is exhibited during one's free time of
Ieisure or within working hours. However, tr human socialbehavior has different antecedents and consequences when it
takes place during one's free-time as compared to what
occurs within working hourstt3.
There is a close
relationship between social factors, inherent in society,
and an individual's leisure behavior. That is to say that
the individual's beliefs, thoughts, and behavior towards
l-eisure are inf luenced by social- f actors and are not
strictly intrinsically
rnotivated. Therefore, the j_ssue
ofleisure is a social issue covering more then just an
individual's desires for leisure services, but rather
encompasses a broader social- context with regards to l-eisure
Human

:

3 Seppo E. Iso-Aholar
Recreatioiltt, p.3.

rrThe Socia1 Psychology

of Leisure

and
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behavior.
The development a of working definition

for the psychology
of leisure is difficult to establish. One can only say that
leisure is subject to changing social factors such as one's
income, employment or status, and therefore does not remain
static, but rather changes as different social influences
change an individual's leisure behavior.
ft is the
contention of leisure psychologists, that leisure is part of
the human service delivery system, (i.e social- services) and
must be provided to the community by practitioners who are
proficient in dealing with human beings in various leisure
and recreational settings.
The provi sion of leisure
services to the community is more than just constructing
facilities or creating green space, J-ts deeper than that,
focusing on social and individual interaction.
Therefore
rrwhen !/e tal-k about dealing, conmunicating or interacting
with other human beings \lre hit right at the core of the
social psychology of leisure behavior"4.
The provisj-on of leisure and recreational opportunities is

very important to society as a whole by preserving the
heal-th of a society. Thisrrhealthil objective relates to
both physical, mental and, most importantly, social, welfare
of the society.
rrThus far

it

Ibid. , p.6.

has been argued that intrinsic

motivat j-on

I2

constitutes the basis of an individual's leisure behavior"5.
However this intrinsic motivation is only part of the
influences which shape an individual's and community's
leisure behavior. The leisure behavior revolves around an
individual's or a community's perception of freedom. At the
personal leve1 the perceived freedom is high when the
individual attributes the initiation of leisure behavior to
one's se1f. However this perception of freedom is low when
the individual ascribes the source of behavior to external
factors. These external factors can reduce the experience
of a leisure activity from an enjoyable experience, to one
that is not perceived as being done of free will.
This
perception can, therefore, be translated from a individual
perception to a larger scale, that being the community
perception.

Providing a comrnunity with diversj-fied recreation programs
and services can establish a positive leisure atmosphere for
the community. As a whole r,l/e are seen as social- beings and
therefore, rrh¡e need community and some ongoing relationships
of trust and confidence. Leisure is a major social space in
which such relationships are developed and maintained"6.
This atmosphere of trust and confidence built up in the
communities through leisure expresses the importance of
leisure behavior in providing, in a generar sense, community
health.
5
6

fbid., p.236.
John R. Kelly, ItLeisurêtt , p. 163 .
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Though leisure behavior is most often intrinsically
motivated, it still tends to occur more often in a social
context. Essentially, this is due to the many leisure
activities which are structured around the presence of
others, and that most people define their individual_
competence through interpersonal competence.
These
observations help to strengthen the fact that reisure for
the most part is a social- happening even if the leisure
behavj-or of an indÍvidual is intrinsicalÌy
motivated.
ttstudies have found positive interpersonal- involvement (eg.
Developing close friends, cooperating with other peopre) to
be one of the three basic dimensions of reisure
participationrrT. other factor analytical studies r have
shown that social leisure is one of the key dimensions of

leisure participation"S

.

communities must poses a variety of recreationar and leisure
facilities for its people to utirize. The desire to provide

good facilities
has been the mandate of recreational
agencies, r,,rho felt that better facilities wilt address the
communities leisure feerings. The concern of the peoples
feerings towards having access to good sport and recreation
facil-ities are important, but peopres, feerings about the
social- aspects of leisure is as egually important for the
community.
Though the availability
of recreational7 seppo E. rso-Ahora, tThe sociar psychology of Leisure
Recreationtt , p.242 .
B Ibid. , p.242 .

and

I4

facilities is important, there should berr at least as much
attention to improving socj-al interactions among Ieisure
participants as to improving physical facilities and other
non-social aspects of involvementtt9. Therefore, tr instead
of focusing on activities, professionals and practitioners
should exert rnajor effort on finding how various facilities
and programs could be changed and reorganized so that they
would encourage and support social interactionttlo.
Leisure is a contributing factor to community unity,
relationship and health. In today,s society, where urban
l-ife is the norm, the need for overall tthealthy communitiestl
is a rnajor concern. Hov/ever, this community health is being
partially achieved through the opportunity for a community
to express its leisure behavior. Though it has been said
that much of an individualrs leisure behavior is
intrinsicatly
motivated, is not to say that they are
independent from each other when it comes to an individuals
decision to express leisure behavior. The intrinsic and
social meanings are not mutually exclusive. This places
more emphasis on leisure to act as a social- issue rather
than just an individual satisfaction issue.
The provision of a variety of recreational facil-ities

should

be available in every community (more so in the urban inner
city areas). However the recreation agencies must go much
9

10

Ibid. , p.244 .
Ibid. , p.244 .
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further in addressing the leisure behavior of the community.
To satisfy the individual leisure needs may be intrinsicalry
motivated, but rr since so much leisure is activity with
other people, intrinsic
(or self-related) and social
meanings may often be compounded into one satisfactíon
Packag'srr

2.3

11.

Urban Recreation

and Leisure

in

the Conmunity

Traditionally, the perception of community needs or desires
in terms of recreational and l-eisure facilities or servi-ces
have been envisioned in r^rays by the planner and the
residents. These confricting views exist throughout most
districts of the urban fabric, but become more pronounced
within the inner city districts.
Each community is unique and each require different

and recreationaÌ facilities

and services.

]eisure

This unigueness
resul-ts from the community, s dernographic make-up and
historical precedents established over time.
However a
common goal and desire of the planner and ultirnately the
community as a whole, is that il the neighborhood plan and
the arl-ocation of facilities
within it couÌd herp to
engender a sense of belonging and community spirit among the
residentsrr12. This sense of belonging and community can be
brought about through the implernentation of effective
11 John R. Ke1ly, rrl,eisurêtt, p.l-63.
1,2 Seymour M. GoId, rrUrban Recreation pl-anningrr, p.g4.
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recreational and leisure services and prograrnming, as well
as through the provision of good facilities.
Though recreation can be categorized as being a

rrhuman

servicerr, it also acts as a political instrurnent. There are
many interest groups who apply pressure to Park Boardsr so
as to influence their decisions with regards to facility
type, facility
location and money allocation.
the
communities previously without the strength of an organized
body to lobby the Parks Board are now realj_zing the
importance of rnaking themselves recognized. "Neighborhood
organizatj-ons are learning how to make their voices heard
when they put priority on recreation opportunities for their
children and youthrrl3. It is slowly being realized that a
city park or a recreation district is more then just an area
of land, but rather represents a political entity.

A community foresees a set of needs and val_ues which they
hope to achieve. Needs such as health, safety, livability,
and community unity lead to varues such as protection from
crime, conservation of environment, tolerance of different
lifestyles, expressions, and tastes. (See Appendix A). By
having community groups getting involved in the decision
making process and by expressing their views on recreation
and leisure prog'rams, services, and facilities
desired
within the community creates the opportunity to herp improve
the cohesiveness of their community. I^Iith this form of
1-3

John R. Ke11y, rrl,eisurêtt, p.386.

I7

expression the conmunity v/ill also acquire a sound base for

the delivery of cornmunity recreation and leísure (figure 1).
rr Instead of viewing the city or suburb as a place to escape
from during leisure it should be considered a recreation
resource with great potentialrr14
Each cornmunity is unique in its history, landscape and
demographic make up. within each cornmunity there exist
specific demand groups which require facilities that can
meet their needs. Different religious beliefs, ethnic
backgrounds, and people with physicat and mental
disabilities exist in each community. speciar demand groups

elderly,
youth
and
handicapped must have the opportunity to participate in
recreational activities in facilities developed within their
such

as

the

community.

2.4 Uandicapped Recreation and Leisure Benefits
The existence of physically and rnentarry handicapped people,

requires planners and designers to ensure that facirity
design and programs are deveroped with these special groups
in nind.
This means that the physicarry and mentarry
handicapped people of the community should have access to
recreational services, for the fulfillnent of

14 Seymour M. Gold, ItRecreation planning and Designr , Þ.29.
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their leisure desires and in some cases for therapeutic
reasons.

In the structural sense, recreational facilities should be
eguipped with devicesr so as to make the facility accessible
by the physically handicapped. sirnple designs such as ramps
and lifts should be put into prace for peopre who are
confined to a wheel chair or must make use of some form of
walking airl " These structural changres shourd exist in alr
community recreationar facilities.
The design aspect is as
irnportant as the availability of recreational and leisure
programs and services to these challenged people.
Both the physically and mentalry chatrenged peopì_ers of a
community find great therapeutic benefits through the use of
leisure activities.
These benefits exist both in the
physicar and mentar sense as welr as in the sociar sense.
rrMany

educators and recreation specialists are wel_l aware of
handicapped individuals who l-earn other skills more quickly
through the use of play and l_eisure activities"15.

For the physically charrenged, recreati_on and leisure
opportunities can play a large role in providing
physiotherapy to the individuar whiLe at the same time
affording enjoyment of some form of physical recreationalactivity.
one such activity is swimrning which provides
numerous advantages.

I'Swimming, more than any other

l-5 Paul wehman, tRecreation programming for Developrnentalry
Disabled Personsrr, p. preface.
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activity, combines strength building, morale improvement,
and recreation into a single pleasant experience in which
most handicapped people can participate.
Swimming reduces
the self-consciousness of the handicapped participants
because their handicaps are less apparent in the water and
their timitations are lessenedtt16.
2.5 Senior Recreation and Leisure Benefits
For the most part during the 60, s and earl-y 7 O's the
recreation and leisure industry focused on young people.
However, this mind set has suddenly changed and the
recreation and l-eisure agencies have nord recognized that the
popuration is agÍng. This has placed pressure on recreation
departments to adapt their services, programs and facilities
to meet the changing demands.
rn Manitoba this is calling for the provision of more
leisure activities and recreatíon facilities
to suit an
older crientel-e. There seems to be more peopre between 40
and 60 years of age participating in physicar activity.
rrDifferences in the rate of the physical activity
participation based on age were confirmed when activities
most often engaged in at age 40 s¡ere compared to those most
often done today. The clear distinction h/as the greater
freguency of participation in physicar activities (of atl
1-6 Grace Demmery

ReynoIds, ttA Swimming program for the

Handicappêdtt, p. 1l-.

2l_

kinds) at age 4gn1-7. (see Appendix A 1.1). This increased
participation can, for the most part, be attributed to the
erderly having more leisure time at their disposal as their
working years wined down.

The provision of leisure opportunities to the erderly
reflects the same benefits seen from other groups in
society. The physically and mentally chalrenged. persons, as
wel-l as the hearthy youth or young adurt all_ benefit from
participation in leisure and recreational activities.
Data
on attitudes amongi the elderly rr reveal-ed that those who did
not participation were, or the whole, ress positive in their
atti-tudes then those who fli¿t18. rt arso showed that those
who remained more active through their later years would, oD
the whoIe, be more satisfied with 1ife.
Leisure and recreation opportunities have shown to benefit
the elderly if the facirities, prog,rams and services \iùere
present. However the opportunity to participate may mean
the removal of several barriers.
one of those barriers
which exist is the lack of opportunity near the home. This,
therefore, expresses the need for the opportunity to
participate in a community setting, translating into
increased leisure and recreational opportunity for the
benefit of the elderry which intern will benefit the
community.

l-7 Mark s. searle, rrI,eisure and Aging in Manitobar', p.133.
l-8 rbid. , p .37 .
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2.6

Summary and

conclusions

The decision by an individuar to participate in a leisure or

recreational activity seems to bê, for the most part,
intrinsically motivated. However, though the motivation may
be intrinsic the activity usually takes place with a group
of people, contributing to a sense of social unity.
To ensure that leisure and recreation can contribute to
community unity the facilities
and programs must be
avail-able to all members of the community.
The benefits of offering
recreation and reisure
opportunities at the community levet herps to contribute to
the overall health and welfare of the community and its
residents.
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CEÀPTER 3
RECREATION PTÀNNING

3.1 Introduction
The decision to develop a recreational facility revolves
around several factors. Firstly, the identification of the
need or demand of a facility, based on excepted standards
within a community, must be identified. Secondly, resources
for acguiring adeguate funding for facility development must
be established. The issue of finance is perhaps the most
crucial factor in providing community needs, which is
reflected by the municipalities' ability to pay for the
facilities.
Final1y, the availability and recognition of
potential sites for facility
development should f ol-l-ow
processes which can best identify the optimum site availabl-e
3.2

Recreation

Demand

in the

Conmunity

The concept of demand in the recreation planning profession

is one of the least understood. presently, recreation
planners have taken two approaches to the notion of
recreation demand. The first one is to have planners find
out rr what planners think people ought to dotr; the second is
to ttfind out what people want to dot,19. Recreation pJ-anning
sets to create opportunities for people to participate in
different activities at specific sites. For this to happen
successfully the planner must create estimates of demand so
),9 Seymour M. GoLd, rtRecreation planning and Desigrrr, p.145.
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as to select the best site, and the type or mix of
recreation resources, facilities and programs. The basis of
demand estimates, therefore
revolves around the
identification of potential users and a detailed look at
site characteristics.
Essentially there exists three types of demand which
condition the use, design and management of recreation
resources. Firstly, there is rrlatent demandtr. This demand
type rr translates the hierarchy of human needs (figure 2)
into resource-, image-, oE leisure-directed desires that can
be described with measures of user preference and
satisfaction"20. rt j-s therefore the basis for the argument
that supply creates demand. Secondly, there is ilinduced
demandrf . This is a rr l-atent demand which can be stimulated
by public conditioning through the mass media or the
educational process"21. This type of demand helps to
exploit latent demand by infruencing people's decisions to
change their recreation use patterns (see tabl_e 1).
Finally, there is the I'expressed. d.emand'. This demand type
rr is consumption or participation in terms of existing
recreation opportunities.
rt describes what people do
instead of what they woul-d rike to do or can be conditioned
to Qsn22. Another way of describing expressed demand is in
terms of participation and preference for selected
activities (figure 3).
20 Ibid. , p. 1-46.
27 fbid., p.1-46.
22 Ibid., p.L46.
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À{elhods of Managing the Recrealion Resource

Methods of lnfluencing fhe Recreation Users

lmprove or reslrict access

lncrease awareness of choice

Extend tinle use oeriods

Publicize selected areas

Rehabilitate site to mit¡gate adverse human impact

Limit size of groups

Dece¡rlralize facilities to reduce use concentration

Limil length of stay

Zone

Limit types of activities permitted

b1'

òctiVity, use intensity, and lime

of facilities
Irlprove design of facilities
Inrprove, operation of facilities

Establish use rat¡oning and reservation syslcnìs

Rotale use areâs

Enfr>rce rules

Inr-rease quality

Establish user fces, permits, and registrat¡on

Provide guided tours and structured experiences

and regulations

Renrove iacilities

lnterpret site or experience

Close areas or facilities

Provide supervisiorr and prograrn leadership

TÀBLE

1: Methods of changing Recreation use patterns

source: seymour Gold, Recreation planning and Design, p.149.
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These demand types represent the many potential variables

that recreation planners face when deciding on site
location, facility
type, and recreation services and
progirams.

3.3 Funding for the Provision of Recreation
Facilities, Services and Prograns
Recreation departments and City councils have been trying to
come to terms with the fiscal worth of recreation and how it

should be translated into budgetary requirements. The
preparation of budgets and meeting operation costs of
facilities are the most crucial areas for most recreation
departments. Within the public sector departments, such as
Wj-nn j-peg's Park and Recreation Departments, use Municipal
Tax Revenues in which they allocate and manage these
revenues for the implernentation and maintenance of
recreati-onal- f acil ities .
3.3.1 t{innipeg,s Park and Recreation Budget

(X999)

j-nnipeg' s

totar l-9I9 tax revenue provides al- I c ity
departments with a tax base of S600 rnillion to draw money
from for the provision of pubric services. The Department
of Parks and Recreation submit their operating budgets to
their director, who intern submits it to the Board of
commissioners to be considered for the budget (Appendix B).
lrl

lrlinnipeg's Parks and Recreation Departments worked under
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vrith a budget of $Sg million in 1988 or LLZ of the Cj-ty,s
total budget. However tax supported portj-ons of the parks
and Recreation Department budget are far from meeting all_
the reguired expenditures for the provision of ne\,r
facilities and for maintenance of existing facilities for a
year.

3.3.2 Financing of Public Parks and Recreation Facilitíes
one of the Municipal Government's basic responsj-bir-ities is

the provision of park and recreation services. rn winnipeg
the Parks and Recreation Department is fiscall-y dependent on
the government. That is to sây, the park and Recreation
Board cannot Ìevy taxes, nor commit to spend money without
securing approval, in whole or part from the city councir.
However there has been a steady increase in the demand for
recreational- facilities; the communities expect the funding
to come from the shrinking municipal budget. Therefore the
amount of recreation facil-ities provided wilr have to be
based on the communities' wilringness to pay for the
facilities through user-fees. The amount the city wilÌ
charge, with respect to user-fees, will have to come under
advisement from efficient manag'ement techniques, so as to
ensure a decline in facility usership does not occur.
3.3.3 sources of Revenues for public parks and Recreation
Besides municipal tax dorlars or user-fees other, strategies
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of creating revenue for Park and Recreation Departments have
been used. However information on most of the alternative
sources that have been irnplemented comes from the united
states, since canada has been lagging in adopting these
technigues.

Appropriation from the generar municipar tax revenue is the
major form of funding for the development of pub]-ic parks
and recreation areas within canadian cities, forlowed by the
institution of user fees, which are the second most common
method used to augment the tax revenues. rn this approach,
type of service offered has a direct rerationship to who
pays for the service (the individual- or the cornmunity) .
(figure 4).
rn addition there exist funding from the
private sector which may have a vested interest in a
proposed facility.
rn these cases we would see funds
coming personal requests, endowments, service clubs
fund raising, etc.
rn the united states the urban areas have incorporated other
forms of obtaining revenue to augment both Appropriation and
user-fees. special locat Tax Levies or special Assessment
Taxes are some arternative methods presentry being used.
The special Tax Levy is a tax which is put in prace and
provides the Park and Recreation Departments with extra
funding that can only be spent on recreation.
The
advantages of such a tax, is thaÈ it provides a dependabre
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source of funding while eliminating competition with other
departments for the same do1lar. Sinilarly, the Special
Assessment Tax creates revenue for the cost of improving

parks and recreation facilities
by adding a voluntary
increased charge on the property taxes of those benefiting
directly from the facility.
In Canada. other sources of funding come from fees
and charges, provj-ncial- and federal government grants,
bonds as well- as fund raising drives at the community l_evel_.
The fund raising drives occur on a regular basis and is seen
as a major infl-uence in providing funds for al-l Community
Centers.

3.3.4 TÍinnipeg Conmunity Center Finance

Management

Essentially it is the large municipal recreational- project
that receives all- the attention, while the day to day
recreation facilj-ties, which are arso funded by tax revenue,
remain secondary on a scal-e of priorities.
Al-Ì of
winnipeg's communj-ty centers have to run on a budget made up
primarity from Municipal Tax Revenues. This woul-d al1ow the
city to provide the communities with most of its recreation
rr rn :.972 under reconmendations relating to a
facilities.
policy for equalization of standard for parks and recreation
services, was the recommendation to adopt a standard
approach to financing of park and. recreation services within
all community committee areas and that the community
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committees, with representation by citizen advisors, would

determine levels of
centerstt23 (figure 5) .

assistance reguired by

Community

Before a Community Center can receive funds from the cityrs
taxes, it must have an elected official board (Executive

This board thus follows a standardized
constitution, enabling there to be consistency in the
operation of the facility, âs well âs, clearly delineating
responsibilities of the board with regards to financing and
adrninistration. It is, however, stilÌ up to the city to
ensure that the vol-unteer groups are a\dare of the city
policies and by-Iaws.
Board)

.

The city of winnipeg will furly subsidize all- cornmunity
centers and their recreationar amenities up to a base
standard. However, the city has considered a cost sharing
program for facility expansion. This would incl_ude al_Ì
expansion proposars to go ahead. without waiting till
the
city has enough money in their budget to cover the

cost, because monies would be raised by the
Center.

23 The City of Winnpieg parks

and

Department:Cornmunity Center Study,
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3.3.5 Connunity School and Recreational Facility iloint
Progr¡m

Use

ûüithin each community district in tlinnipeg there exists a
combination of both schools and Community Centers, each
providing a certain amount of recreational facilities to the
community. However, some facilities
can more easity be
provided by one entity rather than the other. Therefore the
city of l{innipeg has created a Joint use program between the
11 individual Schoo1 DivisÍons and the City of Winnipeg
Parks and Recreation Department, by which each community can

provide the essential recreatj-onal facilities

through Joint

Funding Programs.

The city and each school- Division can enter into agreement

for the use of services, the sharing of equipment, buirding
and other facil-ities by one of the parties to the other.
The adrninistration of these Joint use programs is the Joint
Planning Committee which would ensure, among other
directives, that;
1. In generaì_, the use of both school buildings and
recreation facilities on each joint use site shal_r be
availabre to both the city and school Dj-vision with the
school Divis j-on having priority of use during school_
programs.

2. Tn general, the maintenance cost of joint use school
buildings shall be borne by the schoor division and the
maintenance cost of j oint use recreational- facil_ities
shalI be borne by the city.
3. ïn general, the schoor Division shall receive free
use of city owned park and recreational areas,
buildings and facilities
or parts thereof in the
operation of its programs and the city shall- receive
free use of the school buirdings, facirities
or
parts thereof in the operation of its public
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recreation programs whether operating directly or
through the agency of City sponsored or approved
volunteer non-profit associations, clubs or group=
in accordance wíth a general pplicy as set out by
the Joint Use Planning Committee.¿+
The directives listed above are an example of programs which

help to finance the recreation facir-ities and services at
the community l-evel.
3.3.6 Arena Exlransion Financing
when major recreational facirities
are planned for
development or expansion, the revenue needed for those
projects are transl-ated i-nto the milrions of dolrars. These
large projects, therefore, nust often acguire financiar
support from all three 1evels of government: Municipar,
Provincial and Federal. rn the case of the Inlinnipeg Arena
there hras a tri-l-evel agreement for the f inancing of its
expansion.

The recovery cost for this expansion could have been taken
from the generar city revenue, but instead the recovery cost
was to be generated through the arena operating surplus and

from arena patrons. The city of winnipeg praced a user-fee
on al-] admissions with a surcharge of 90.25 to help recover

the expansion costs.
Financing large recreational facilities

with assistance from

24 City of Winnipeg Commitee on Environment Joint Use
Schools, Parks and Recreational Facilities, Feb. , l-97 4 of
.
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a tri-l-evel basis creates benef its for all l-eve1s of
governrnent invoLved. When the provincial government provide
financial assistance for such projects, they realize an
increase in income tax revenue from the labor used on the
project. Às wel1, the Provincial sales tax will create a
substantial amount of revenue for the government. Similar
types of revenue benefits will be realized by the federal
government. Therefore these levels of government, for the
most part, don't hesitate when asked for financial support
for such projects, because of the recuperative advantages
realized through increased tax revenues.
There r¡rere two proposals put forward for the arena
expansion, one with senior government assistance and one
without. The first proposal provided $2.5 mill-ion from the
federal government and $r rnillion from the province. After
5 years, without senior government help, there woul_d be a
deficit of $1 rnillion, while the proposal with senior
qovernment assistance there would be an estimated $1.5
rnillion surprus (Appendix B 1.1). This type of financiar
management for such facilities
herps provide an effective
r^/ay for municipalities to recoup deficits over a period of
time.
The development of rarge recreationar facilities

is a costly
venture for any city.
The city al-one can not expect to
fund such a facility through an already strained general
municipal tax base. Therefore both upper level government
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involvement and private investment must be utilized

as a
potential financial sources that can help develop the
facility without placing undue financial burden on the
municipal tax payers.
3.4 Land Use Planning Process
The development of recreationaL facilities
must be
considered within the overall urban planning scheme, and
shoul-d correspond to whatever Land Use policies are
pertinent within the city or district where a facility is
being contemplated.
Planner's use an array of technigues in order to address
specif ic aspects relating to the locatj-on of facil_ities.
The planner must evaruate the social needs of communities
and civic resources by systematically analyzing the type of
facility and how that facility will effect the surrounding
comrnunity if it where to be developed. The stages within
the process enables the planner to carry out his/her
analysis simultaneously.
Therefore rrit is currently
accepted that the land use planning process must be a fruid
and continuous onett25.

25 Margaret Roberts, rrAn Introduction to Town Planning

Techniquesrr

, p.32.
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3.4.1 Stages of the Land Use Planning Process
The land use planning process follows a set of stages which
may or may not occur simultaneously.

Stage 1 - Broad Assessment of context
The land use planning process must begin with an
institution or organization who reguires the use
of a professional planner. rrTherefore it has been
pointed out that whether or not techníques are
used successfully depends as much on the
characteristics_of the organization as on those of

the technigugrr26.
Stage 2 - Decision on framework for organizinq and
controlling
This stage is devel-oped once the organization is
established, and a framework for the organization
and control of all subsequent activities is set

up.

Staqe 3 - Specification of broad croals
At this point the process takes in the views of
the three main parties involved in goal

specifi-cation. This includes the decision makers,
planners and finally the community. Each of these
groups specify goals, which wil-I be more fuì_Iy
developed and refined through further stages.
Stage 4 - Fornulation of feasible objectives
The broad policy goals of stage three are refined
to formulate specific objectives which will_ ensure
progress towards achievable policy goals.

Staqe 5

Data asseml¡Iv

The assenbling of data is then needed so as to
anplify and access the desired objectives

Staqe6-Dataanalvsis
The analysis of the data is the second part to the
collection of data. The analytical technique used
to analyze the data is the important factor to
consider in this stage. There are essentj_al1y

26 B. F. Vlade, rrSome Factors Affecting the Use of
Technigues in PÌanning Agenciesrr, p. 1-09.

New
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three.giroups of technigues, firstly, to classify
data into like groupings; secondly to uncover
relationships; and thirdly to replicate
relationships and study the results.
Elage Z - The refinement of ooals

Àt this stage a reassessment of the original goals
must come about. fn this stage it is necessary
to see how much complementarity or conflict exists
between different objectives. This can come about
through the use of such techniques as a rrGoals
Comparability Matrixrr or " Conflict Matrix"
(figure 6).
Stage I - Developnent of objective measures
This is the prelininary stage to the evaluation
process, where alternative possibilities are
carefully compared to tpredetermined'r criteria of
usefulness. This means measuring objectives which
can be assessed to give the benefit side of a
balance sheet against costs.
Stage 9 - Evaluation
This stage is very irnportant to the overafl_
process because it puts together the facts and
values in a comparison of the alternative
possibilities, based on the objectives specified
and at what cost.
Staae 1o - Decisions
This stage rests on the shoulders of the rdecision
makersrr v/ho chose the alternatives presented to
them by the planner.
Stage 11 - fmÞlemeDtation procedures
These procedures, Though important, do not folrow
any specific technique, but rather consist
publ-ic reì-ations, persuasion and restraint. of
Staqe 12 - Monitoring
The need to monitor the final proposal which has
been put in place is to determine the success or
failure of the decision and to determine r,¡here
changes should or could take place.
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3.4.2 facility

Location

The deci-sion to l-ocate a recreationar facility,

in an urban
area, is based on a nultítude of variables which affect the
decision process. These variabres revolve around a set of
general criteria which include, sociar issues, policy,
finance, and location.
Each of the deterninants which make up these four criteria

vary with the specific facility to be rocated and must be
flexibre enough to be adaptable for a number of urban
environments. with continuous physical and demographic
changes occurring rrdue to exogenous shocks, such as the rise
of oil prices t or autonomous developments such as the fJ_ight
to the suburbs"27, indicates the variety of criteria
determinants existing within urban areas.
The development of a recreational facility

have rtclose links

with a wide variety of aspects from urban tife, such as the
urban infrastructure, the urban transportation and mobility
patterns, the urban environment, the urban facilities and
the city size"28. Arr these aspects of urban Ìife make up
the determinants which the four general l_ocation criteria
are based upon. From these determinants the decision for
the type and location of a facility is proposed.
Though these criteria

should act

as

the basis for

27war F.L. van Lierop, r'Locational Developments and urban
, preface.
28 Ibid., preface
Plann j-ngrr

the
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decision to develop a recreational facility,
they shoul_d
respect the essentials of the facility being contemplated.
This means that even if the facility does not fit arl the
criteria outlined, it may stiII be seen as a needed addition
to the community. Therefore the essentials of the facirity
are often expressed in form of outcomes rather than rigidl_y
prescribed procedures.
These criter-ia and their subsequent determinants attempt to
access potentiar shortcomings of the proposed facility if it
v/ere to be constructed. rt is ímportant to realize that the

decision to develop a recreationar facirity is not done on
an ad hoc basj-s. Though the formulation of pertinent
locational criteria determinants is important in facirity
l-ocation, it should not over shadow the essentials of the
facility and the value it may have on the community.
3.5

Sunmary and Conclusions

The abiJ-ity to generate funds for faci]_ity deveJ-opment is a
crucial factor. Through the use of programs such as the
Facility Joint use program and the fund raising techniques

used by the community centers, costs can be lowered and
revenue can be generated which herp to augiment the rnunicipal
tax revenues primarily used to support community recreation.

sirnilarly, by following the rand use pranning process, sites
can be selected which best suit the facility and community
in which it is placed. This woutd revorve around the
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incorporation of social, financial,
issues present within a conmunity.

policy and location
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CEÀPTER 4
I.ÍODEL DEVELOPMENT

4.L Introduction
There exist many model types which provide the analyst with
a variety of data and information. the ability to choose
the model which best suits the focus of a study is very
important j-n ensuring that the desired information generated
by the model is accurate.
Once the type of model- has been chosen, the factors or
variables must then be applied to the model_. This stage

reguires the caribration of the model, which ensures the
variables applied fits the planning situatíon or problem to
be sorved. The caribration process is the most irnportant
stage of the moder development and in this practicum the
model incorporates a set of location criteria which is
calibrated to fit the r.Iinnipeg situation.
4.2 Model Types
Models are commonly used in the planning profession, as it

is in many professions. This planning rtool', serves as a
useful basis for the decision making and specific proposars.
Though the word model rnay have many meanings, in the context
of this practicum it is constructed as a devj-ce which is
designed to sirnulate rearity.
The simulation of reality
comes about through the model,s abirity to rr reveal patterns
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of interaction among different aspects of the subject of
study, which can contribute to the predictive and evaluatj-ve
components of the Planning Processtt29. Models help to
evaluate alternative choices through a structured and
systematic rnethod, therefore providing more rigor in
decision making, through a sometimes inconsistent or at best
a overly complex l-and use planning process.
The key to the development of a successfur model comes with

understanding the cornplexity involved in establishing
relationships in the reality and then present them in a
simpl-ified and generalized version.
Of the variety of models used in land use planning, planners
essentially focus on three types; Descriptive, prescriptive,
Normative.

First, there are Descriptive Models. This form of modelling
is not problem orientated but rather acts as a learning
device, by providing a rrtest-tube experiment f or
plannersrr3o. These models are used in systems analysis
providing solid information in the area of Urban Spatial
Theory.

secondry , there are Prescriptive Moders. These models are
used to provide a single sorution to a specific problem.
29 Margaret Roberts, ttAn Introduction to Town Planning
Techniquestl , P.93.
30 Anthony J. Catanese, ilfntroduction to Urban PÌanningtr,

p. 1s6.
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Today however the urban problems have shown to be too
complex for single solution rnodels.

Finally there are Normative Mode1s. These models help to
create ideal descriptions of systems and therefore serve as
a set of possible goals which can be applied to the actual
system which exist in the real world.
These types of models can become very complex, depending on

the type of formula being applied to the model- and the types
of variables the planner chooses to apply. However since
there exist so many variables which affect land use planning
the models developed are usuaì-ly very complex. For our
purposes the trmodel-Iing" will focus on the recognition of
the types of location criteria which should be consj-dered in
developing a recreational land use.
The l-and use planning models revolve around a particular set

of deterrninants which represent the existing situation
within the urban fabric.
These models incorporate
determinants which I'dea1 with a complex set of interl-ocking
phenomena, capital investment, population structure, transit
networks, recreation habits and so on"31. The model- which
is developed in this practicum looks at criteria and their
determinants through the use of a checklist (Figure 7).

31-

Margaret Roberts, rrAn Introduction to Town Planning

Techniquêstt

, p.94 .
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4.2.L Elenents of a l,lodel
The goar of the planning model i-s to heJ-p provide
information on possible constraints and opportunities for a
given planning situation. with land use models there exist
a set of stages, where, the p]-anner forecast interactions
that may take pIace. The fundamentar elements of this
interaction within models are generators, attractors, and
deterrents., Generators, in the case of recreation may be
population or facility availability, attractors may be the
type of facility,
íts uniqueness or the experience it
offers, while deterrents may include the cost to use the
facility or location wíth regards to travel time.
once each of the three elements are established for what
ever pì-anning problem, a model must the be developed to

provide the desired information. The moder development
comes about through three phases, design, calibration, and
rrThe model design stage consists of the
forecasting.
formulation of functionaL rerationships among the component
parts of the model-"32. These relationships can be expressed
in a number. of ways, such as a mathematicar formul-a , for
exampre. Essentiarry, the rerationships must exhibit the
observed behavior of the actual situation being model_l-ed.
This last characteristic is essential- and critical- for the
model to be of practical use.

32 Ibid., p.95.
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The generalized model may be applicable to a number of
related situations. However it. needs to be adapted to the
specific situation at hand.
The stage is known as
calibration. This calibration stage refines the generalized
model design into a more specific model that will be
directly concerned with the situation of the particular
study area.
The calibration process reguires the
application of relevant and specific information to the
model in the form of workable parameters which best
represents the loca1 conditions of a particular situation.
For exarnple if the generalized relationship i-s y = f (x) ,
the model rnay be formulated as y = ax + c, çþs¡s tt¿rt and rrcrr
are the parameters or rnodifiers of the generalized formula
to represent the specific conditj-on.
Once the design and calibration

of the model have been
developed the model parameters rnaybe adjusted with the
addition of a time value. This becomes the final phase of
the model known as the forecast phase. In the forecast
phase of the model- a tine line is establ_ished which helps
provide the planner with an indication of future trends
adjusting the calibrated parameters over time eg. y =
f (xrt).
However the position and val-ue of rtn within the
moder depends on the 1ocal conditions and empiricar data.
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4.3 ldentifying Location-Allocation

ModeJ.ling

Land-use planners are faced with the difficult

task of

deterrnining the location of many urban facilities.

Through

the use of various modelling technigues, planners have
attempted to identified
accurate social-, financial,
locational and policy oriented indicators to ensure reliable
location-allocation information for facility development.
The location-allocaton model focuses on the physical and
social factors of a city or district and in turn determines
the optimum location for the allocation of specific
facilities.
these models are constructed, for the most part, to fit

the

analysis process inherent in
Èhe thinking pattern of
lrTo an
operations research/management scientists.
operations research/management scientj-st, facirity locatíon
analysis is usually an optimization problem where the
selection of geographicar rocations for facirities of the
same or similar type (industrial
plants, regíonal
warehouses, etc) is the main concerntt33. This form of
anarysis requires a efficiency criterion to be established,
where issues ranging from basic dollars and cents
determinants to, comprex issues such as community benefit,
make up the criterion for location proposars for faciÌities.

33 I¡Ial F.J van Lierop, rrl,ocationar Developments and urban
Planningrr, p.IL.
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Location modelling can be separated into two categories, the
continuous and the network models of location.
These

categories make up a dissinilar moder structure and
application with, the continuous Location Models assuming
the facility
can move freely (f1exib1e) throughout a
predetermined region. conversely the Network Location Model
provides a predetermined selection of specific locations
(non-flexible) from which one will be the sel-ected location
for the facility.
A) Continuous Location Model-s:
The basis f or this type of model is der j-ved f rom weber, s
(L926) , rrGenerarized weber Problemr'. Essentiarly vüeber used
the example of transportation cost based on factory
rrI^Ieber assumes constant-coeficient production
location.
functions, and uses a general spatiar transformation
function . . . "34 (see formura Àppendix D.1) . Here is where
the assumption of uncertainty in location moders comes to
light, with hleber's study of location economics. Therefore,
this continuous location model is also concerned. with
distance cost, where the idea j-s to rocate a facility in an
area which will minimize the over arr cost created by
distances to the potential users. (Formula Appendix D 1.1)
B) Network Location Models:
These models essentially determine, from a given set of
locations, which specific one will result in a minimum set
34 fbid., p.76.
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of total rrsystem costsrr if the facility r^rere to be located
at that specific location.
These system costs are the
Itdisposal costsrr referring to transportation charges, and
the facility
costs related to economies of scale with
respects to the vorume of activity produced within the
facil ity.
The Network Moders consist of several facility location
model-s. one such type is the Dynamic facirity rocation
model. This model type suggests that " foreseen changes in
costs or demand patterns over an appropriately long planning
horizon may rnake a singre period (or static) facility
location moder inadequatett35. This moder arl,ows the pranner
to stirnulate the deveropment of a facility within a specific
planning tirne frame, lvhere once the facility
has been
establ-ished it can be liquídated at a later time in that
planning tirne frame. This model, therefore aIl_ows a dynarnic
flexibility
in determining facility estabrishrnent over a
long planning period by providing a faciJ-ity riquidation
option based on changing cost or demand (based on
Efronmson's and Ray's Location Model Formura Appendix D r.2)

This exampre of Location-Arrocation Models, though not full_y
subscribed to in this practicum, provides a good example of
some of the nodeJ-ling techniques or approaches that exist,
in more a sophisticated manner, and are availabl-e to the
recreation planner.
35 rbid., p 89.
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4.4

The Mode1

The model this practicum incorporates is broken into two
parts. The first part being the development of a Crossrrnpact Matrix and the second part being a site Evaluation
Table.

The Cross-Impact Matrix was used for several reasons.
First, the matrix allowed the calibration of the criteria
and their determinants, and provided a format for presenti-ng
the criteria in an organized manner. secondry the matrix
identif ied the severi-ty of irnpacts which existed between
specific determinants. From this, deficiencies present
within specific sites courd then be identified and
interpreted. Finally, the matrix acted as a check tist for
the criteria and their determinants.
Part two consists of the site Evaluation Table. This tabl_e
numerically ranked the deficiencies presented in the first
part.
This evaruation process ranked all the criteria
determinants so as to determine the optimum site for the
proposed facility.
By using this tabre it provid.es the
planner with a sirnplified, yet fairly accurate indication of
how each site stack up to each other. The value ranking
technique used to herp distinguish the degree of impact
between the determinants will for-l-ow a f ive point system
where 5 is high and l- is low, a non-applicable rating will_
also be incorporated.
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The site Evaluation Process which this practicum wirl
follow, is similar to the one used in a santa Barbra county
study which used it to evaluate potential scenic trair areas
(Figure 8). similarly the developed location criteria wilrfoIlow the matrix format (section c of figure 8) to herp
determine the optinal location for specifÍc recreationar
facilities.
4.5

Crite¿ia Developnent for

Mode1

The moder developed in the practicum focuses on the criteria

for the location of large recreation facilities within an
urban setting. rt is designed to identify specific rocation
criteria
which directly influence recreation facility
development and to appry these criteria to an existing
location-allocation model- .
There wil-l be four basic criteria

that wil_r be analyzed with
respect to land use planning, specific to recreation
facility location and development. The four criteria wirl
consist of locati-on, finance, sociar and policy i-ssues.
Each of the four criteria

were broken down into specific
determinants or variables that infruence each of the
criteria (Figure 9). By identifying the relevant
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determinants associated within each of the criteria,

a set

of specific indicators will be formurated providing
inforrnation for the location and development of recreationalfacilities within a given urban setting.
4.5.1 Social Issues
urtinately the location and developrnent of a recreational
faciJ-ity shourd benefit and reflect the desires of the
community. The task of identifying the needs or desires of
a cornmunity is at best a comprex myriad of personaJ- varues
and ideals. Hov/ever the planner must end.eavor to formulate
rrsociar indicators' that ef fectively ref l-ect the values
desires or needs of a community.
The formul-ation of social indicators that can be applied to
the planning process have yet to be fulry developed. This

is essentially due to the fact that;
a) There i-s a pressing and imrnediate need for sociar
indicator
data
policy
for
making,
when
b) social statistics and sociar theori-zing are still- at
a very earry stage of development, and considering that
c) academic researchers concerned with social indiõators
often do not have sufficient grasp of policy objectives
to be abl-e to evaluate the conceptual- implicqlions of
changes in the definition of sociaL indicatorsJb.
Although theoreticians may guestion the 'state of the art'

of social- indicators, in pragmatic terms, there is
sufficient ernpirical knowledge for their application.
36 M. Visvalingam, Itoperational Definition of Area-Based
Social Indicators,', Environment and Planning A, 1983, p.831.
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it wourd be out of context for the purposes of this
practicum to attempt to establish a set of social-ind.icators
due to the cornprexity of this issue.
However social
criteria used in determining the rocation of recreational
facilities
is very important, and consequently a set of
general social determinants will be established.
However

The social criteria should first of all be. based on the
sociar crimate in which a recreationar facility will be
located. Moreover, they have to be generalized over a city
or regional wide context based on the size and scope of the
recreational- facility to be developed. within this general
scope of social detenninants, there must be an equilibrium

created. rrAn equilibrium has to be found between a social_
optimum from an efficiency and eguity point of view and
lower lever
or individual optima, which both have
inf l-uence on the ttright mix, of pranning, market and
individuaJ- ityrr

3

7.

The social criterion should be made up of the needs and
values expressed by the community. These needs and values
are present within several key areas. Firstly, there j_s the
hearth and safety needs of the community. !.ihen deciding on
a location for a recreational facility issues such as crime,
traffic and health must be considered. For exampJ_e, wilr

the development of a facirity

increase neighborhood traffic,

37 llal F.J. van Lierop, tlocational Developments and urban

Planningrr

, p. 1-30.
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or vrill crime such as vandalism increase if a facility is
located in a specific area. These issues translate into
social concerns for both the community where the facility is
placed and the rest of the city which may come to patronize
the facitity.
Second1y, is the issue of aesthetic quality and efficiency.

The facility

which is to be developed should compliment the

area surrou;iding the chosen location.

Facilities should not
al-ienate the surrounding cornmunity but rather contribute to
a positive environment. Simiì-arly, once the l-ocation has
been chosen an area characterization study shoul-d have been
under taken to identify any unique social characteristics
(this process should be done on a concurrent basis with the
pre-selection of possibJ-e locations).
There should be
equity establ-ished with respect to usage and access to the
facility.
Since hre are concerned with the location of large
recreational facilities,
accessibitity in terms of traveland affordability i.e user-fees shoul-d be considered.
Finally, there should exist direct communication between the
planner and the community that has been chosen for the
location of a large recreational facility.
Though these
types of facilities draw people on a city wide or regional
basis, the immediate community within which it is located
should be consulted.
Citizen participation should be
encouraged where public concern is l-irnited, and wel-comed
when public participation j-s reguested by the community.
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This open forum participation wirr herp to ensure the social_
issues raised by the community (such as safety, eguity ,
health) are understood by planners so that a compromise can
be reached on how the location and tlpe of facility can best
fit into the community.
Attenpting to identify a1t the sociar indicators and their
interrelationships with political and economic determinants
is very difficult.
Though there exist general social
problems present in all cities (housing, employment, heatth)
each community has its or,.rn unique social identity.
Therefore, the formulation of sociar criterion is important
for recreation pranners when determining the l-ocation of a
large recreational facility.
The recreation pJ_anner must
understand the sociar issues present within the community
and many times must guantify these criteria.
However the
rfmeasure of social probrems and policies requires
the
adoption of social, rather then statistical_, norms and
expectationstt3S. The issue however is to ensure that the
planner identify al-1 the unigue social determinants which
accurateJ-y represent the community.
4.5.2

Policy

Perhaps the most difficult
criterion to formulate, in
relation to recreation planning, are the policy criteria.
38 M. Visalingam, rroperational Definition of Area-Based
Social Indicatorstt , Environment and Pl-anning A, 1983, p.838
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The determinants that make up the policy criteria are a
cornbination of all- the criterion used in deterrnining the
location of recreational facitities.
This inctudes the
locational, social and financial criteria.
In short,
t'policy is concerned with defining the broad goal and

strategies of action, whether pubtic or privaterr39. The
most difficult
part of poricy analysis when instituting a
ne$/ recreational facility
or pIan, is to ensure that the
policy is workable within a day to day format.
rrA consensus, is developing that planners can perform
an increasingly important role as urban policy
analysts. vüith the increasing cornplexity of urbañ
decj-sion making, political
leaders and urban
adrninistrators are demanding from pranners pragmatic
assistance with policy formation anã implementätión"40.
The development of an effective policy can often be seen as

the critical link between the ends and means of a proposed
plan. similarry, with today's ever changing urban fabric,
many feel that long range comprehensive ptans are not the
v/ay to plan recreation and l-eisure services.
rnstead
planning through flexible administrative poì-icies seems to
provide a more pragrmatic technigue in the planning of
recreational facil-ities and services.
Though recreation poticies are mostry city

orientated, and not strictly

facility

or community
orientated, it will

39 Anthony J. catanese, trntroduction to urban planning'r,
p.133.
4O RachelLe A1terman, rplanning and policy

Analysis:converging or Diverging Trends', ApA Journal,
Spring 1-983, p 201,.
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remain, for our purposes, âs a vital
overall development of the model.

criterion

for the

I{Íthin the planning profession their exists difficutty in
translating public probrems into pragmatic policies, thus
creating communicative problems between pranners and the
public. Poricy development and subsequent analysis, oD the
other hand, working in conjunction with planners, caR
provide a set of technigues derived from economics and
operations research to formul-ate policy recommendations.
The anarysis of the policy criterion tmoves towards social_
experimentation and the varidation and creation of policy
knowledge, its practitioners... become part of a scientific
(fierd) which is necessarily rationally in its standardsrr4l.
(Àppendix D 2. i-) .

The determinants for developing a policy criterion for
recreational facilities are far reaching. However, there
exist several specific policy determinants which shourd
identified.
one such determinant is the formuration of an
evaluation system for leisure services and facilities

(tabre

2).

This eval-uation process should be implernented so that a
continuing evatuation of goals and policies originalry
outlined will continue to reflect the varues and attitudes
of the community in the future.
rf the policies don,t
41,

Ibid. ,

p .206 .
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reflect the originar proposals then the goal and poricies
should be flexible enough to accommodate the changes which
have taken place in the community.
Policy deterninants focus on the determinants of other
location criteria as r¡ell including the criteria of finance.
I{ith respect to recreation facility
d.evelopment, there
shourd exist poricies evaluating the imprementation of userfees and concession royaltj-es to generate recreation
revenue. There should arso be an attempt made to ensure
that local governments are aware and subsequentry take
advantage of all non locar sources of assistance. This
shourd not onJ-y include assistance from senior leve1s of
government, but also the availability of private investment
for sj-te acquisition and the deveropment of a pubric
recreational facility.
secondly, there shourd be policies directed towards the
development of recreation opportunities at the neighborhood
level-. there should exist "príorities which recognize the
l-ocation of potential users when considering new recreation
land acguisition"42. similarry, in heavily deveJ-oped and
popuì-ated areas consideration for the use of crosed streets,
water supply reservoirs and parking lots of recreational- and
non-recreational facirities should be considered.
Thirdly, once the rocation for a recreational facility

has

42 seymour Gold, rrRecreation pranni-ng and Design", Àppendix
J, p.301.
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been found, policies should be put into place so that the
facility will be fully utilized. This utilization assurance

must come with policies that encourage people to use the
facility by allowing patrons to take part in choosing the
types of activities and programs. There should also be
coordination between the planning of the facility and pubric
transit authorities to ensure adeguate and egual access to
and from the facility.
Other policies that should be
establisheo are ones that encourage ful1 utilization
through, cooperation between patrons and police department
for on going facility supervision and crime prevention.
There should also be trained staff available to herp the
erderry and handicapped peoples so that they to can fully
utilize the facility.

Poricies should also be estabrished that wil-l- ensure
appropriate and responsive facility deveropment through the
use of sound planning techniques.
This includes the
emp]-oyment of professionals to plan the rocation of
facilities, the recreation services of the facility, and to
insure that this process is a continuous and fl-exible one so
as to address future change. similarly, the development and
imprementation of the plan must be coordinated so as to
ensure realistic and pragmatic plans which can best meet the
identified needs of the community, city or region.
Fina1Iy, to ensure the formulation of effective policies
there must exi-st a certain amount of coordination between
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all parties involved in the delivery of recreation services.
This includes, park and recreation departments, schools, and
other private and public providers. By coordinating such
groups, all interested parties will be cognizant of
potential development sites and facitity proposals there by
eliminating any confusion of location and type of facility
to be developed.
the implernentation of policies govern the recreation
site once it has been completed, understanding and
formulating poJ-icies before this stage can help in the
l-ocation process. Thus, the policy criterion and its
determinants constitute of a very large part of the location
decision process.
Though

4.5.3

Finance

Perhaps the predominant underJ-ing factor behind the
decision to construct a recreational facility or any type of
facility is the avaitability of funds. Even when all- the
other factors surrounding the locational decision and
development of a recreational facility are put into place,
the facility will not be constructed unless there is the
financial capacity or financial witl to see the project
started and proceed to term.
considering the construction of a publicly financed
recreational- facility the main financial resource availabl-e
rests in the municipal tax base.

When
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Appropriation of funds from general tax revenues are
allocated to alr municipal departments from which each
department projects their expected expenditures for derivery
of their service.
The City of Winnipeg,s Park and
Recreation Department submits a budget from which a
priorized list of capital expenditures is outlined for the
coming year.
Sna1l scale capital works can usually be
covered by the yearly budget receive (approx. Lleo of the
rnunicipal tax base goes to the parks and recreation
Department). Hor^/ever in the case of rarge scare facil-ities
additionar financial- support must be obtained from other
sources (winnipeg Arena Expansion Appendix B). This other
financiar support for pubric facility ventures, most often
come from the other Ievels of government (i.e. provincial
and Federal- Governments)

other financial determinants which must be taken into
consideration, lvhen planning recreation facil-ities, are the
associated costs required for i-mprovements to proposed
sites. these financial considerations are a extension of
the criteria determinants which have been identified as
possible l-ocation constraints.
This would incl_ude
improvement costs to such things as hard services or street
construction which may turn out to be to costly, thus
influencing the decision to chose a particular parcer of
l-and for the development of a recreational facility.
The provision of recreational facilities

through

pubJ-ic
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sector financing, is for the most part, bound by the
recreation departments annual budget. However the private
sector can be seen as a financial determinant in itsel-f.
The private sector seems to have the ability to generate
financial support and in turn have access to funds which can
be fully designated towards the development of recreationar
facilities.
Considerations for private involvement in
recreation facilities must be considered when deveropi-ng
this financial criteria.
The private invol-vement may take
on two roIes. The decision on the location and deveropment
of a recreation facility may either be exclusivery financed
through prívate investment, or financed through a quasi
private-pubric financiar agreement. The later financialarrangement would be a joint financial p]-an for the
financing of such facilities.
The financial criterion,

for the most part, dictates where a
recreational facility will be rocated. This is especia]_ly
so when talking about a large scale recreational_ facility.
A cost benefit analysis process shourd also take place to
identify how each of the determinants within the financiar
criteria will fit into the overarl decision process for the
location of a large recreational facility.
Fina1Iy, the fiance criterion shoul-d recognize what the
short and long range plans are for facility construction in
the city, region or community. The forecasting for capital
construction must be considered to ensure investment in ne\^/
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projects will not be in contravention of an already
established city plan or that the proposed facility
is
viable in terms of profit and sustainability.
4.5.4

LocatÍon

The location criterj-on essentiarry relates to the physical

attributes or amenities associated with a specific site.
Therefore the compJ-exi-ties of sociat issues are not a
consj-deration at this point.
The determinants associated with location rerate primarily

with the issue of availabirity.
rn terms of developing a
recreational facility at a specific site or l_ocation, rrthe
site should be free from substantiar buildings and readily
available in terms of acguisitj-on"43. This r¿ill_ ensure that
demolition costs of existing buildings wirl be lirnited, and
that acguisition of the property is availabre in terms of
its zoning status and any restrictions or variances attached
of the said piece of property. The proper zoning attached
to the area of tand is essential, and in the case of
winnipeg the site should be zoned cz (comrnercial) or
Ml- (industrial), or can have a zoning variance put into
place to make the site acceptabre for the development of a
recreational facility.
However, the zoning for recreational
facil-ities may be acceptable without a c2 or M1 zoning
depending on the size of the facility and if the facility is
43 Ad Hoc Arena Expansion 1_990, p.4.
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conrmercially orientated.

The size of the area of rand must also be closely
considered. The site must not onry be large enough to have
the facility built on it, but the site must arso be large
enough to support peripheraJ- services such as on-site
parking for patrons. This includes available parking which
may already exist within close proximity, walking distance,
of the available site.
considering the development of a large recreational
facility within an urban setting transportatj_on and hard
services are considered as rnajor determinants within the
locati-on criteria.
Due to the amount of traffic a large
recreation facility may generate at any given time, the
location must have access to major arterial
routes.
si-mi]arIy, public transit routes must provide adequate
services to the location. Any improvements to roadways, in
regards to location access and intersections, or increasing
transit routes to service the síte shoul_d be identified as
possible constrai-nts associated with the proposed site.
Providing services to the site has a significant infl-uence
on whether a site shoutd be deemed adeguate or not. since a
large recreational facility wirl increase the burden on the
service amenities, the adequacy of the existing services to
handle an increased load should be closely studied. rr The
site should be serviced by adeguate underground utiÌities
B7hen
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including land drainage, sewer and watert,44. Similarly, any
service improvements which may be reguired to j-ncrease its
capacity should be identified as possible constraints
associated with the site l_ocation.
Finally, the issue of geographical location must be taken
into consideration.
since the deveropment of a rarge
recreational facility provides a city wide or regional
attraction.
its location shourd be central.
This
determinant, in most cases, is of limited usefulness given
the fact that most centrally rocated urban rand is either
developed or unavail-abre. This limited usefurness coupl_ed
with the other determinants associated with location
criteria makes the application of this determinant somewhat
unrealistic.
The determinants associated with location criteria as
outlined above, provides a general set of locational_
determinants which can be forlowed when considering sites.
The location criterj-on, ín most cases, deals with a more
precise set of determinants through the use of precise
measurement of the sites size, transportation modal-split,
and service capacity. However, it does not stand arone in
the location determination, but is to be used in conjunction
with the other three criteria forming the basis from which a
decision will be made on the optimum rocation of a large
recreational facility.
44 Ibid.,

p.4.
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4.6

Summary and Conclusions

The identification and calibration of the model criteria
remains the most critical stage in the model development.
It is important to try different types of models to ensure
that the model chosen is the right model for the type of
study being undertaken.
Col1ectively, the four criteria identified provided a
general basis for developing location criteria.
The two
tier model helped to translate the four criteria and their
subseguent determinants into a workable site selection
format.
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CEÀPTER 5
WAVE POOL CÀSE SITUDY

5.1 fntroduction
The second part of the study is concerned with identifying
specific sites which would best suit the development of a

Leisure Pool- facility.
T¡rithin Part rr, the criteria

determinants will_ be caribrated

to fit

the city of winnipeg. once the cal_ibration process
has been completed, five specific sites within lrlinnipeg will_
be subjected to the cross rmpact Model. Finarly, the second
tier of the model, a site Evaluation Model, will be used to
numerically rank each of the proposed sites identifying the
best l-ocation for a leisure pool facility.
5.2 Structured and Unstructured pools
The availability

of pools for cornpetitive swimming is more
than adeguate. However, the avairability of alternative
pool facilities
(i.e. leisure pools) are not as readiry
avail-abre to the pubric. The opportunity for the community
to gain access to traditj-onar poor facirities
for the
purpose of leisure activities is rinited due to facility
programming and eguipment availability.
The capitar cost for the construction of a reisure pool is
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higher than traditionar- pools. However, leisure pools have
shown to operate more efficiently by rrreducing the over alt
life cycre costs of a facility and reducing in turn the net
public subsidy per swimr'45. This is because the lei_sure
pool does not have to be maintained as a competitive
swimming facility and that a reisure pool attracts a rarger
cross-section of the population due to the unstructured and
social environment created.
Presently, the traditionar pools have a rectangurar design
with I'sterile white tank and wal_l f inishes, with poo]_
acoustics which creates many problemsil46. These designs,
along with mi-nimum deck space, provided the patron with onry
one option, either to swim or leave the pool area. This
creates a negative attitude towards the use of such
tradi-tional- poors by peopì-e who want a more relaxed sociar
atmosphere then the one avail-able at these facilities.
similarry, since most traditional poors cater to cornpetitive
forms of swimining, the demand for prime tine hours (4: o0
9:oOpm weekdays) is high among organized swimming
g'roups, thus leaving the casual- user to utilize the poot
outside prine-time hours.
Hence, although the city of Þrinnipeg is considered to have
an adequate amount of swimming facilities,
todayrs trend in
swimming has moved towards a more recreationar- form,
45 gity of winnipeg parks and Recreation Department Major
Facility Study Update , i-ggg.
46 rbid. p.11.
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r{there the social atmosphere is
taking dominance
over just participating in actual swimming. This
translates into the need for new pool designs which provide
a more unstructured and leisure orientated atmosphere.
5.3 Leisure Pools: Case studies
Before a facility

is proposed, regardless of the type, there
has to be a justifiable need for that facility.
This
justifiable need j-s based on excepted standards within the
community and other communities.

These standards are
cornpiì-ed through the use of surveys and methods such as
population ratio or area percentage methods which provide
information to the planner who in turn project the need for
certain facilities.
The city or a developer, along with the
community, rnust express the need for a facility to make it a
viable one.
Along with the identification

of need, there should be the
availability of funds provided to the facility to fill that
need. The financiar aspect is the most dominant criterion
in the development of an indoor swimming pool. However,
even if funds are availabre, there are several additional
criteria to consider before the development of a leisure
pool. This includes, along with the four main criteria, the
issue of political wil-l, demand and need. These additional
criteria will herp to identify the optirnal l_ocation for such
a facility within a specific cornmunity.
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other canadian cities of a similar size to winnipeg, have
constructed innovated reisure poors. These poors provide a
combination of attractions including water srides and the
use of the wave pool technology which simurates waves.
Hamilton constructed its leisure pool in L983 at a cost of
3 - l- million.
rn j,987, the operating costs s¡ere g¡go, 350. oo

with net revenues of g539,506.00. rnitially attendance was
high espec-l,ally on thot sunny sunmer d.aysr. However it
slipped from 1,2s , oo in 1983 to 9B, ooo i-n 1-g87. This !ùas
attributed to both increased competition, which may rel_ate
to the novelty wearing off, and 'lack of additional_
attractionsrr.
calgary has constructed 2 reisure poors one in l-9g1 and one
in 1-982 with a combined capital cost of ç22 nillion.
rnitially,
the recovery rate (recovery rate is the
percentage of the operating costs which can be covered by
incoming revenue) hras proj ected at gOeo ¡ however low
attendance rates have placed the recovery rate at 65e"
instead.
Both cities have expressed disappointment with the recovery
rate and attendance of their leisure poors. Àrthough

initial attendance rates were good, increased competition
for the entertainment dollar and from other simiÌar
facil-ities,
along with
the lack
of
additionaractivities offered at the facilities, such as water slides,
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saunas or whirlpoots, has lead to rower than anticipated
use.

rn spite of the fact these facirities have not lived up to
their expectations, and. are seen as to costly, they serve a
vital service to a societal trend towards facilities which
provide a relaxed unstructured atmosphere. Therefore reven
if leisure pools r¡ere not more financially efficient, they
are justified by the fact they serve a broader cross-section
of the publicr¡47.

47 rbid. p.14.
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s.4 Àpplying the !Íodel to lfinnipeg
5.4. 1 Overvier¡ of t{ethod
The moder used in the practicum is a two tier

model which

included a cross rmpact Moder and site Evaluation Model_.

The cross rmpact Model was used to identify the
relationships amongst the criteria determinants which vrere
specifically caribrated to winnipeg.
while the site
Evaluation Model was used to rank potential sites based on
the deficiencies identified in the previous model
Four specific criteria were identified and ptaced into the
cross rmpact model . l^lithin each of the f our crj-teria,
specj-fic determinants v/ere identified and then calibrated to
specifical-Iy fit Winnipeg characteristics.
once the calibration of the criteria had taken pJ_ace, the
cross irnpact model- \4/as applied to four potentiaJ- winnipeg

sites. the model, which pitted each determinant with each
other, helped to identify the deficiencies present within
each of the four sites.
once the deficiencies had been identified, for each site,
they hrere applied to the second tier of the moder.

the defi-ciencies identified through the use of the
cross impact modeI, the site Evaluation Model lüas used
to convert the those deficiencies into a numerical scoring
Based on
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system.

The purpose behind the second model is to numerically rank

each site to more easily identify which one will
optirnum location.

be the

The evaluation model- accomplishes this by allowing

a

to be issued to each criteria determinant, which
added together providing a ranking score.

i-s then

score

This two tier model accomplishes two main objectives. First
it helps to identify the deficiencies present at potential
sites, through the identification and comparison of criteria
determi-nants; and secondly it provides a numerical ranking
system of sites making the selection of potential sites more
easily.
5.4.2 Calibration of Model Criteria
The follovring definitions have been applied to the model
criteria and their determinants. It should be noted that
the criteria determinants presented below are calibrated to
Winnipeg's specific or unigue characteristics (Matrix tabl-e
3) and may not necessarj-ly apply to other urban areas.
Sirnilarly other cities may have to incorporate criteria
determinants which don't exist in lrlinnipeg, s criteria
determinant profile.
Specific or unique characteristics,
such as ethnicity, different political agencies, and past
traditions may influence the type of criteria determinant a
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Winnipeg Region Cross lmpoct Motrix

Moior lmpoct

Slight lmpocl

Determinonts

TABLE
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city may have to incorporate in order to develop a true
representation of the city.
It is therefore the calibration procedure in the first tier
of the model which will ensure that the reguired criteria
determinants for a specific city or region are fulIy
represented.

Social fssues: The social issues regarding the location of
a Leisure Pool witl be concerned with realizing specific
site conditions.
Cornnunity Participation
This determinant relates to
the amount of participation the facility could generate
if a facil-ity were to be developed at a specific site.
(This could be influenced by resident advisory groups
or through Winnipeg's Joint Use Facility program).
Crime this factor relates to the possibility of
increased crime at the location facility
i_s to be
developed. The focus would be on crimes such as theft
and vandalism. This also includes the potential to
reduce the possibility of increased crime with programs
such as Neighborhood l.Iatch.

Traffic Safety
This covers issues of potential_
increases in traffic
within the vicinity of the
proposed facility
site, âs well as traffic safety.
This relates to major arteries and corlector routes,
as well as the type of transit avail-able in Winnipeg
(bus).
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Design/Aesthetics the issue of aesthetics l_ooks at
the type of facility and how it witr fit within the
community in both summer and winter.
Poricv: The poricy criteria has been developed to identify
how the over-aI1 city of $Iinnipeg pran infruences the
location of recreational facilities.
poricies related to
Pran winnipeg and its Recreation section have been taken
into consiCeration.
- This relates to the avairability of programs
provided by the city which may be applied to the
facility if it where to be developed at a particurar
site. This would include locar community programs, such
Neighborhood watchr of programs such as core Area
rnitiative and community rrnprovement programs.
iloint,-Facirity use
This issue rel_ates to the
possibility of implementing the city of l¡Iinnipeg Jointprogram in the deveropment of a
use Facility
Leisure Pool faciì_ity.
user-fee Equity
This focuses on the issue of
establ-ishing user-fees which are acceptable to aÌlresidents of the city.
Finance: The fi-nancial criteria outlined are directly
related to the availability of funds which maybe needed to
cover the cost of developing the site. The funds required
to cover the cost will come from either municipar tax
revenues or through private interests, including service
groups, and Winnipeg Community Centers.
Prog'rams
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site cost - This relates to the cost of the site before
it can be used for development.
Service Cost This relates to the cost of up-grading
or adding sewer, water and drainage at the site. with
I.Iinnipeg's flat terrain, drainage could be costly.
Transit Cost Relates to the additional cost that may
exist in providing adeguate public transit to the
site. this wourd incrude regurar bus service and handi
-transit service.
Governments Grants
This determinant looks at
potential girants that may be avaiÌabLe for site and
facility development, from either the provincial or
Federal Government.

Location:

The location criteria v/as establ- ished to
deterrnine the optimum site for the development of a Leisure
Pool- facility.
Land Àvairability
This determinant wirr look at the
city's or developerrs ability to obtain the property,
which rnay include tand exchanges between deveroper and
city.
zoning This focuses on the type of zoning placed on
the site as well as the potential to have the zoning of
the site changed.
Transit Accessibility - The existing transit service to
the proposed site and the potential to expand service
to the site.
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services (water, set/er, etc. ) - The existing services at
the site and the ability to provide the services
5.4.3 Site Evaluation eriteria
The criteria developed has been subjected to a Site
Evaluation Process which is based on a 6 point scale, where
6 will be a high rating and 1 being a low rating. There
wilt also be a non-applicable category N,/4. This comprises
the second tier of the model.
the evaluatj-on criteria has been applied to each of the
sites, the scoring will then be represented within a Scoring
Matrix (Appendix c 1) which will help identify the best
possible site for the development.
Once

Site Evaluation Tabl-e:
I. Social Issues
A) Community Participation
Hiqh

6

rrl-. ¡'r-nance
A) Cost for Site
Small

5

i

4
3
2

Low

i-

N/A

B)

Crime Potential

Small

6

3

Large

B) Cost for Services
Small

2

1

6

5

3

N/À

2
1

N/A

5
4

Large

6

Large

4
3
2
1

N/A

ö<f

c)

Traffic Safety
6
High

C) Transit Costs
Srna1l

6
5

5

Low
D)

4
3
2

:

1-

N/À

Aesthetic Quality
Hiqrh

Large

2
1

N/A

D) Potential for
Grants

High

6
5

6

5

4
3
2

Low

3

Low

1

N/A

II.

Policy

A) Àvailab1e Prograrns
High

2
1

6

N/A

IV. Location
A) Existence of
Services

High

6

5

i

4
.,

Low

J

3

2

2
1

1

N/A

B) Joint Facility-Use
Hiqh

Low

6
5
4

Low

N,/A

B) Transit
Availability
High

3

J

2
1

2

Low

N/À

C) User-Fee Eguity
High

Low

6
5
4

6

l_

N/A

C) Centrality
High

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2
1

2

N/A

Low

1

/^
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D) Util-ization

High

D)

ZonJ-ng

High

6
5

6

5

4
3
2

Low

Potential

L

Low

N/A

4
3
2
1

N/A

5.5 Potential Site Evaluation
The following sites within the city of l,Iinnipeg are seen as
potential areas for the development of a Leisure pool

faciJ-ity.
Each of the sites are considered as being
acceptable with respect to the development of a regionar
type facility.
The opti-mum location wiLl be selected, (if it exists), by
applying the Model and its subseguent criteria to each of
the sites and then evaluating how each site responds to the

prescribed criteria.

There were four sites which

!,/ere

analyzed and eval_uated.

5.5.1

Portage Àve. ltest and perimeter Highway

This parceJ- of land consists of 2L6 acres which is currentJ_y
owned by the Red River Exhibition Association.
The land is
lies just west of the Assinaboine Downs (figure 10) .
Social Issues:
Presently this area of land lies outside the urban rimit
line and therefore is not part of The ptan t^Iinnipeg
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reconmendations. There is also no residentiar deveropment
to the west of the site and though there does exist
intensive residentiar deveropment to the east, this area is
divided by the perimeter highway, thus isolating the site.
Therefore this may reduce the amount of citizen
participation due to the linited amount of immediate
residential development.
crime in tlri: area would not be viewed to increase within the
surroundingr communities if the facility
were deveroped
because of the division created by the peri_meter highway.
However vandalism to the facility may become a problem due
to its isorati-on from the surrounding comnunities.

Both safety and traffic should not directly effect the
communities east of the site.
The traffic would utir_ize
both Portage Avenue and the perimeter Highway which are both
major arterial routes and would therefore provide adequate
access to and from the site.
Sirnilarly since portage Avenue already acts as
between communities, to the north and south,
increase in
traffic
would not
lower
pedestrian safety standards.

a

barrier

a

minimal

existing

Finally since the site is not located directly adjacent to
any residential housing the facility
would not be
aesthetically dispreasing to the imnediate area around. the
site. similarly, it may serve to complement the Assinaboine
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Downs and any type of facirity

the Red River Exhibition
Àssociation may propose in the future.
Policy:
since the site is located outside the city rimits it rnay not
come under the cíty's joint-use facility program between the
schools and community centers.
However there shourd be a
program put into prace which can insure fuIl utirization of
the facility by involving the surrounding community centers
and schools.

The issue of user fees may be of some concern to citizens

located outside the immediate site.
rf the user-fees are
establ-ished based on the communities located adjacent to the
site (Bucanan and Grendal-e) it may not indicate the ability
to pay by citizens within other areas of the city. This is
due to the over-aI1 yearly income the citizens in these
areas make (average famity income zs,ooo.oo to 27,ooo.oo
1981 Stats Canada).
Finance:

Financially, the acguisition of this site and subsequent
developrnent of the facility will be a costry venture.
The
Red River Exhibition Àssociation has indicated that they
would be willing to part with a portion of the site to
facil-itate the deveì.opment. However the cost for the parcer
of land was not indicated.
The city of !'Iinnipeg would have to receive additional
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funding for the development of such a large facility.
This
wourd require assistance through the community rmprovement
Program which sees capital cost funds coming from the three
levers of government. This site, though outside the city,s
Development plan should stirr
be eligible
for crp
funding.
The site, however will

reguire the installation of alI hard
services. There does not exist any ser,r¡er service, city
water servíce, or gas service at the site because it is
still zoned agricultural land. and lies outside the urban
l-imit Ii-ne. The site wil-I also be required to construct a
road h/ay for means of access to the site, and means of
egress from the site.
Location:

Presently the site

is zoned both Àgricultural rlA,r and
Highway commercial District 'c3 rr which will_ both al_l-ow a
recreational- facility to be constructed as a conditionar
use. The size of the site is adequate and it has been made
availabre by the Red River Exhibition Association.
rhe distance of the site from the surrounding communities is
not far but it is separated by the perimeter Highway which
wil] make pedestrian traffic to the site near to irnpossible.
simirarry, the transit service is very rinited with buses
running on a rimited sunday schedule during the weekdays.
Therefore the need for increased bus service wil-l be needed.
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Access to the site by automobile are limited to either the
Perimeter Highway or the portage Ävenue corridor.
However
because both these routes are seen as major arteries it may
provide easier access to the site by peopre from other parts

of the city.
But the fact rernains that the site is not
centrally located with respects to other districts of the
city and may deter people who l-ive across town to come and
utilize the facility. (See Matrix Tabl-e 4)
5.5.2

Polo park (Alexander park)

This site i-s located just east of pol_o park shopping center
and the vtinnipeg Àrena/stadium complex. presently the site
is home to the Arexander park soccer field and velodrome.
The site is 5 acres plus. (Figure 11)
Social fssues:
Just east of the site is located l^Iinnipeg, s west End
District,
which is a fairly heavily populated area.
Therefore it
is assured that there wil_l be a
considerable amount of citizen participation with regards to
the type of facility being proposed for the site.
This
r+i11 therefore require increased communication between
the communities the developers and planners.
With the existence of both a large shopping center and two
major recreational facilities,
the proposed leisure pooJfacility type would not seem to be out of context with the
surroundJ-ng aesthetic quality.
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Portoge Ave. + Pcrimeter Highwoy
Cross lmpoct Motrix

Moior lmpoct

Slight lmpoct

Crilerio

Determinonts

Moior Deficiencies:

1. Progroms nol eligible for City Gronts
2. Joïnl-Focility Use not eligible
5. Service Cost no City services ovoiloble
4. Tronsit Cost limited bus service
5. Service Avoilobiliy limited
6. Centrolity locoted outside City limits
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The reduction in safety with regards to increased traffic

is

not seen as a major problem due to the nature of the
facility which will not create large traffic problerns as do
the Arena and Stadiun at the end of games.
However, there may be some concern with respect to increased

crime.
The potential for increased vandalism is a
legitimate concern due to the added pedestrian traffic this
recreational facility will generate. Both vandalism to the
facility
and automobiles may be a concern.
However
vandalism to the surrounding homes is not seen as a major
concern because of the barrier between the facility
and the homes created by the Midland Rail Line and Olmands
Creek.

PoIicy:

This site comes under Plan Winnipeg and is subjected to the
recommendations outlined by the document. Since the
facitity is seen as a regional one, agreements between the
I{innipeg school divisions and the facility,
with some
negotiations, may be established.
Policies for the rate of user-fees should show more equity
considering the site is located on the fringe of the cities
core area (Minto), and therefore shourd reflect the
residents ability to pay.
The ability

to rearize fuII utilization of the facirity in
this l-ocation, will be to encourage community participation
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in both crime prevention and safety around the facility.
There shoul-d also be an effort made to inform the
surrounding community and region of what the facility has to
offer, in terms of programs and activities.
Finance:

The site will

not reguire any additional cost for the
Ímplementation of hard services for water, drainâgê, or
sewer. There would be a cost however for the removal of
the soccer field and its grand stands, âs well as the
removal of the Velodrome.
This site is adequately serviced by city transit and
therefore would not, require the addition of extended
services, thus eliminating service expansion costs to the
site.
The city would util-ize funds from the Comrnunity Improvement
Prograrn and from the general tax base.

There may also
be additional- funds from the Core Area Initiative,
if it
could be shown that the facility developed at the si_te coul_d
benefit the core area as a whole..
The site is presently owned by the city therefore there
would be no cost associated in acquiring of the site.
Location:

The location of the site provides some transportation
advantages to people who drive or who use the city
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transportation services.
Access to the site is possible
from Portage Avenue, St. James Street, Ness Avenue, Empress
Avenue and El-Iice Àvenue. All routes provide regular
transit service.
All hard services exist at the site and should be adeguate
to service the development of the proposed facility.
The location of the site is next to the cityrs largest
shopping maIl, PoIo Park, providing a large consumer base
which could create significant user-ship of the proposed
facility.
Presently the site is zoned rrC3r' which permits a
recreational facility. (See Matrix Tab1e 5)
5.5.3 Laginodiere and Springfíe1d

Road

This site is located at the north east corner of springfield
Road and Lagimodiere Blvd. This parcel of land is part of
the o1d North East Landfill site, which is now a nev/ park
site which lies on some 87 acres. (figure IZ)
SociaL lssues3
The site is located in an area which has realized increased

residential- deveJ-opment over the last 10 years, especially
west of Lagimodiere Bl-vd. The locar participation in this
area wourd be high based on the communities past input with
regards to the development of the Harbour View Gol-f course
and Recreation Complex.
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Polo Pork (Alexonder pork)
Cross lmpoct Moirix

Moior lmpoct

Slight lmpocl

Crilerio

O

Determinonts

Moior Deficiencies:

1. Progroms - not eligible for oll Core Areo Gronts
2. Crime moy be o problem due to proximity to polo pork
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The location of the site does not Ìend itself to safety
prcblems with regards to increased traffic because immediate
housing development does not exist around the site nor wilt
it be all-owed. Àlthough the crossing at Lagimodiere Blvd.

will increase with pedestrians attempting to get to the
facility.
The possibility

of increased crime in the surrounding
neighborhoods does not seem 1ikely because the site is
separated from the neighborhoods by retention ponds to the
north, railway tracks to the south and Lagimodiere to the
west. However like the portage Avenue and perimeter site
there may be the potential for increased vandal-j-sm because
of the site being sJ-ightly isolated.
Àesthetic guarity of the facility may be a concern for the
surrounding community, thus citizen participation with
reg'ards to the type of facirity would be an issue.
PoIicy:
The issue of user-fee eguity may be of some concern if the
facility is developed at this site.
This may be related

to the already existing Harbour view Golf course and
Recreation comptex which would share the same piece of
property and may v¡ant the user-fees of the new facility to
help subsidize some of the costs of the Harbour view
facility.
Therefore a separate user-fee agreernent wourd
have to be reached between each of the facilitÍes
separately.
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Policies for a community crj-me prevention program should be
instituted because of the slightry isorated l-ocation of the
sÍte which may contribute to increased crime such as
vandalism.

This site would be under the jurisdiction of the pran
winnipeg document and therefore would have to subscribe to
the recreation policies outlined in the planrs recreation
sectÍon
Finance:

There would be no cost to the city for obtaining the
property since the city ov'¡ns the site.
The site is al-so
serviced by both water and sev/er and has the drainage
problem for the site resolved through the existence of a
retention pond.
There may be an increased cost incurred through the
extension of bus service to the sj-te which at present is
lirnited. Access to the site by personar vehicles is seen
as adequate with Laginodiere B1vd., however springfierd Road
would have to be up graded to addresss increased traffic
flows.

Financing for

the facirity

would come from both the
Cornmunity fmprovement program and from the City's general
tax fund. However costs associated with the deveropment of
the facility may be recovered more guickly through a joint
user-fee agreement between the existing complex and the

1-

proposed facility

to help off-set the initial

04

capital costs.

Location:

This site is located within an area which is under increased
development, but for aII intensive purposes can be seen as
Access to the site is
being located outside the city.
possible through the use of one major route that being
Sinilar to the Portage Ave. and
Lagimodiere Blvd.
Perimeter Highway site, the Springfield site has the benefit
of providing access to other areas of the city through the
use of the Perimeter Highway and Lagimodiere BIvd.
The site,

however is not centrally

located and with the
linited bus service it may deter people from coming out to
the facility.
The site is also not zoned for the development of a
recreational facility
and at present is zoned ttpl,rr
Park/Landf ilI.
To change the zoning f rom rrPl,rr to a zone
which all-ows the development of a recreation facility may be
a problem. This is due to the community out cry that arose
with the changing of the zoning to facilitate
the
development of the Harbour View Complex. (See Matrix Tabte 6)
5.5.4

Kenaston Blvd. and McGitlivrary Blvd.

This parcel of land ís located in the south west part of the
city just south of the Lindenwoods Development and north of
the Whyteridge Development. The site is located west of

Loglmodiere Blvd. + Springfcild
Cross lmpocl Motrix
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Rd.

Moior lmpoct

Slight lmpoct

Criterio

O

Delerminonls

Moior Deficiencies:
1 . Progroms not eligible for oll Core Areo Gronts
2. Service Cost service extensions will be needed
3. Trqnsït Cosl service will hove to be extended
4. Centrolily locotedot lhe oul-skirts of the City
5. Zoning will require vorionce to hove zoning chonged

Table
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Kenaston Blvd. and north of McGil_Iivrary
includes approximately 90 acres. (figure 13)

B1vd. which

Socia1 Issues:

The surrounding area has rapidry been developed in to a
large residential development of affruent stature. This may
reflect in the demand for a facility
which is very
aesthetically pleasing and one which fits in with the
characteristics of the community.

Participation may be fairly high if the facirity were
developed in this area, based on the financiar stabirity
presented within this cornmunity. This participation in turn
may assure that crime is not dramatically increased with the
deveropment of the facirity
because high participation
levels within the community creates a greater community
awareness.

since the Lindenwoods site is rocated at the extreme
southwest corner of the residential deveropment, increased
traffic within the area is not expected to create pedestrian
safety problems.
However the Whyteridge residential_
development which located on the opposite side of the site,
crossing' McGillivrary Brvd., may reguire addition pedestrian
crossing zones.
Policy:
The issues of programs and joint-facility

use in this area
wil-1 be sirnilar to the springf ield Road and Lagimodiere
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BIvd. site (5.3.3).
The user-fee equity issue may be of some concern if the
facility is rocated at this site because of the higher
economic standing present in the Ímmediate communities j-.e
Lindenwoods and Whyteridge.
Finance:

This site is serviced and therefone wirl not reguire any
major hard service implementation. However the site is not
owned by the city, therefore the city, if it wanted to
develop the facility, wourd have to either have to purchase
the site, make a land exchangre with the developer or deveJ_op
the facility as a quasi-public facility.
There exist transit services along Kenaston and waverly
B1vds., however more adequate services wirl have to be
impì-emented to directly service the site.
there may not be to much in h/ay of government grants
available to the deveropinent of the site because of its
suburban location and economic stabirity of the area.
Location:
The land is available, however it is not owned by the city

and therefore for the city to acquire the l_and there may
have to ei-ther be a rand exchange or concessions made by the
city to acquire the site.

Both hard services and transit

servi_ces exist,

but the
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transit services will have to be irnproved to directly
the proposed site.

serve

The zoning vras changed frorn a rrArr agricultural- standing to

rrMl!r light

industry zone. With this zoning status a
recreational facility would be an acceptable use for this
site. (See Matrix Table 7)

5.6 Cross-.Fmpact Matrix and Site Evaluation

Surmary

The Cross-Impact study was used to identify the amount of
impact each of the criteria determinants had on each other.
From these impacts a set of deficiencies within each site

were identified.
Once this had been completed, the
identified impacts and subseguent deficiencies where then
appried to a site Evaluation scorj-ng Table in order to rank
each of the proposed sites.
The sites which showed the greatest extremes between each
other, where the Portage Àvenue/perimeter Highway site, and

the Polo Park (Alexander park) site.
There \,rere six
deficiencies identified within the Portage Avenue/Perimeter
site which incl-uded; no City services, such as transit,
water and sev/er, âs well the location of the site is not
ideally suited for convenient access from other parts of the
city.
conversely the Polo park (Alexander park) site was
identified as having two major deficiencies which incl-uded
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Kenoston Blvd. + McGillvrory Blvd.
Cross lmpoct Motrlx

Moior lmpoct

Slight lmpoct

Criterio

O

Delerminonts

Moior Deficiencies:

ic Sofety heovy troffic ol Kenoston + McGillvrory
2. Site Cosl site not owned by City but by Developer
3. Tronsil Cost service will hove lo be exlended
4. Centrolity Locoled of out-skirts of City
1.

Troff

Table

7
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erigibility

for programs and the potential for increased
crime around the site.
on the site Evaluation scoring Tabre (Tabre 8) the portage
Ave./Perimeter site scored a 52 which constituted a 4
ranking, while The Polo park (Arexander park) site scored a
78 which constituted a l- ranking. The scores recorded were
out of a potential 9g poinLs.
The Polo Park (Àlexander park) site scored high on the fact

that much of the infrastructure already existed at the site,
therefore reducing much of the service implementation costs.
Another positive factor identified from the matrix is the
fact that the site is located next to a major shopping
center where large amounts of people visit on a daiJ_y basis
potentiarJ-y providing a facirity with a large and immediate
consumer base.

conversely the portage Ave./perimeter Highway site is
located in a area where the immediate consumer base is
smarl, and does not convenientJ-y facilitate
access of
consumers from other areas of the city.
AJ-so,
unlike the Pol-o park site there does not exist a adequate
service infrastructure and therefore site cost for the
devel-opment of a facility could be very costly.
Based on the Cross fmpact Matrix and the resul_ts from the

Site Evaluation Scoring Table, the Polo Park (Alexander)
site seems to be the optimal 1ocation for the development of

Urbon Areo

Potentiol Leisure Pool Sites

Scoring Key
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a Leisure Pool facility.
The fact that the site tüas
identified as having the least amount of rnajor deficiencies,
along with the fact that it is located next to a major
shopping center, indicates that the development of a
recreational facility at this site may be a viable one.
It should be noted that there exists a political situation
with this site in which Vlinnipeg Enterprises Corporation
would like to make the site into a parking lot, while the
Winnipeg Parks Board would like to retain the site as green
space.

This practicum did not take into consideration this
situation because of its poritical nature and the fact that
this site was not originally considered to be glreen space
due to the structures which already exited on the site.
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CEAPTER
EVÀLUÀTION OF

6

I,TETHOD

6.1 Introduction
The moder development for this practicum v¡as not without
probrems. There v¡ere methodological probrems incountered
which may have been refrected in the substantive resul_ts

acguired from the rnodel. The forlowing evaluation wil-I
indicate where problems $/ere incountered in the rnethodology
and hor^¡ the model responded overall-.
6.2 Methodological Evaluation
The success of this model hinged with the choice of criteria
and the calibration of those criteria.
The decision to use

the four criteria
(social rssues, poricy, Financial,
Location) in the model, was made with the feering that it
sufficiently
covered arr the variabtes needed to
successfully identify potential facility rocations.
The method of identifying most of the criteria was not
particularly difficult,
except for the issue of politics.
rdentifying the criterion determinants of such things as
political will and or pol-itical inf luence in dever_oping
location criteria ï/as primariry excluded from the study
to the complexity of the issue.

due

The rnethod of using a two tier model was somewhat effective.
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rt enabred the analysis to be broken down into two
parts; the first tíer was used to calibrate the criteria, to
indicate the impacts of the criteria determinants on each
other and to identify the deficiencies at each site; whire
the second tier v/as used to convert the information,
gathered in the first tier, into a scoring system which
would rank each of the proposed sites.
one proble:: with this model r-ies in its simplicity.
The
model does not directly incorporate statistical information
which courd identify a wider range of criteria determinants
and in turn calibrate those cri-teria more preciseJ_y
Another problem, with the methodology used, is that it did

not

a1low the incorporation of additionar criteria
determi-nants into the model once it had been cal_ibrated.
This posed a slight problem because, though the criteri_a was
calibrated to inlinnipegr âs a whoIe, each site possessed
unique characteristics of their ov/n which, in some cases,
should have been incorporated in to the

model_.

Fina11y, the second tier of the model perhaps should have
included a tp1us, rminusrr range for the scoring of
deterrninants to rnake the resurts seem less precise.

1l_6

6.3 Substantive Evaluation
The results generated, from the moder, provided information
that focused on the types of criteria needed to herp form a

set of locational criteria and identify the optimum site for
the development of a reisure pool facility in [{innipeg.
The first

tier of the model, where the calibration process
took place, respond well to the matrix format which enabled
a cross impact evaruation between each of the criteria to
take place- The result lras the identification of ,,majo¡,,
deficiencies at proposed sites. However the probrern with
this method focussed on the ability to correctly identify
major and sright impacts between each criteria determinant.
This $/as because it v¡as very difficult to clearly identify
the criteria determinants without being somewhat ambiguous.
secondry, it was difficul-t to apply the calibrated criteria
of l^Iinnipeg, âs a whor-e, to the proposed sites. This was
because each site had some unigue characteristic which could

be easily calibrated specificarly for that site, unless
new moder was constructed for each individual rocation.

a

The second tier of the moder r^/as constructed to provide a
numerical ranking system for the proposed sites.
This

v/as fairJ-y successfur- in identifying
the optimum
location through the use of a simple scoring matrix which
g:ave a val-ue to each criteria detenninant. The problern
with
using such a sinple model is that there exists a margin of

II7

error v¡ith the score given to each deterninant.
Each score is based on the first

tier of the model which
identify the deficiencies at the site and the type of irnpact
that exist between the criteria determinants. From this, âr
inferred score must be given to each deterrninant. Thus the
ranking of each site, based on the scores given, will
experience a margin of error.
However, this model does accomprish two main goals.

First,

it provides a simpre set of locational criteria which can be
applied to any city by, allowing ner.r and dif ferent
determinants to be incorporated and cal_ibrated for each
different city. secondly, it provides a sirnple and somewhat
accurate indication of optinal sites based on a numerical
ranking system.

l-

6.4
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Recommendations

There are several reconmendations for Mode1 development

methodology.

and

Reconmendation 1:

Both model development and identification of criÈeria should
take place concurrently so that the model can be formed
around the criteria in order to get desired results from the
model ex. Cross Impact Ànalysis.
Recoññendation 2:

That the model be calibrated first to fit the City
characteristic, âs a who1e, then re-calibrated for each
separate cornmunity within the City or Region.
Reconnendation 3:

That all criteria and their subsequent determinants be
defined at the outset of the model so that it is clearly

understood what each determinant represents.
Reconmendation 4:

That statistical information be incorporated into the model,
of this practicum).

where applicabl-e. (This was not practical for the purposes
Reconmendation 5:

ltplustt rrminusrr range be applied to the scoring of
that
determinants so that a degree of frexibility can be rearized
in the overall ranking of the site.
Recommendation 6:

that the facilíty be one that will function year round with
a design which will aIlow outdoor use in the sunmer months
and indoor use during winter months. (see Facility Design

Appendix

H)
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CHÀ,PTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

7.O Conclusions
The provision of recreational facilities
at both the
community and regionaJ- level is a complex process. fssues
focused around social determinants of leisure behavior
indicates the difficulty
in identifying how indivi-duaIs
perceive leisure and what motivates them to either
participate or not. Much of an individuals participation in
a recreational activity is related to social factors and,
for the most part, is not totally intrinsj-calIy motivated.
This is due to the fact that many leisure activities are
participated in with others, thus making for positive
sociabl-e behavior.

Similarly the creation of a positive leisure atmosphere in a
community can lend itself to greater social harmony in that
community.

Once a need is established in a community or region, for

a

recreationar facility, issues of programs, accessibility for
all and finance come to the forefront of planning for that
recreational facility.
The issue of finance, with respect to recreation facility
developinent or any facility
for that matter, remains the

pivotar factor.

support from both the private and pubric

L20

sectors are needed to ensure the viability of a facility.
There are, however, political issues and barriers which
exist when proposing the development of a facility which
must be resolved to ensure the success of the proposal.
Even though reconmendations may be put forward by planners
which indicate benefits or deficiencies with regards to a
faciJ-ity or site, the political will must exist to accept
the recommendations and make responsible decisions.
The ability
to address alI the factors relating to
locational decisions comes about in the choice of model used
to identify the types of criteria involved and their
subseguent determinants

.

The calibration of the criteria

and determinants within the

the most important procedure. This procedure
allows the planner to determine which unique characteristic
should be included or excluded based on specific or unique
characteristics present within the community or region.

model- is

The ability

to

identify locational criteria
for the
developrnent of any type of facility has to first come with
an under standing of the specific concepts which the planner
must work with. once they have been defined a method for
representing the specific criteria must be established, such
as in the form of a model. ft is from the calibration of
the moder and identification of the pertinent criteria and
their determinants which al1ow the pranner to identify the
most suitable site for Èhe proposed facility.

!2r
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COMMUNITY NEEDS AND VALUES

Healtlt arrcl

¡reccl>

safety

Hazards

Env¡ronments in rvhich threats from fire, flood, earthquake, unfenced heights,
deep water are minimized.

Crime
Traffic

Protect¡on from criminal activities, such as assault, burglary, car theft.

Prorect¡on from traffic, especially

in residential areas with children,

old

people.

Aid
Health

I

ir.allility

ncecls

Easy access

to emergency services, police, fire, and ambulances.

Sufficient sun, light, clean air, pi¡re water, sanitation, trash and garbagt'control lo maintain public health standards.

Exercise

Adequate space and facilities for walking, iogging, cycling, and active sports.

Space

Adequate space lo enSa8e in desired act¡v¡ties.

Quiet

Ambient n<¡ise and vibr¿lion levels to carry out desircd acl¡\,¡ties; sleeping.
talkirrg. rcadirtg, and rclaxing.

L¡ght

Sufficient light for activ¡l¡es suclr as reading, shopping, driving; avoidance r¡l
ex<essive. liglrt or gl.rre w'hcre darktless is valued, e.g., irt rcsidc'ntial arc¿s at

Climate

Clinìate controls that prolect people fronr or reduce unacceptable heat, cold,
winci, sun, rain, fog, or draught.

night.

Access

needs

Regional

access

Access tr¡ jobs, services, schools, slrops, recreational, and transportatiort iôcil¡t

Cycle and
Pt¡blic

pedestrian

access

ie s.

Safe and pleasant conditions for cyclrsts and pedestrians to circulate within
and bets,een conrntunilics.

Sufficient public access

t<.¡

valued resources, such as shorelincs, beachcs.

l¿kes, rivers, viurt,points.

Orientalion

\¡isible access or clcar signing of important and desir¡l¡le fac¡lilies and dcstinal ions.

ldentity

needs

Conservation

Environments rvhich are familiar, stable, predictable, u'here severe disruptions

of continuity d() ¡rot t¿ke place, are nol threatened, or are nranaged w'¡th lull
pa rl

Territory

ic¡pali()n.

Places

which people and conlmunilies feel "belong" to lhem, for which thcy

can care and fce I responsible, ever-r if thcy are not orvnccJ.

€xpression

Environments rvhich allow and encourage the expression of personal, family,
conrrnunity, c¡r rullural idenlilies.

Mastery

Environments which are responsive, w,hich can be easily changed
modate changing needs.

Choice

lndividual, fanrily. and community freedom to express particular desires or to
explore alterrìât¡ve lifc:lylcs.

Privac;.

Protect¡on fronr intruding eyes, noise, and distracting events for desired actir,ities, personal, fanrily atrd comrnunily liíe.

lo

accom-

]-23

Social

contacl

lnteraction, help in times of trouble, adequate choice of friends and neighbors.

Parlicípation

Parlicipalion in the process of analyzing community needs, policy lormation.
planning and design decisions.

Power

The chance to make decisions which aff ect personal or group environments.

.

Aeslhetic
syrnbolic

and
needs

Altractiveness

Environments which are pleasurable and inviting to the senses; sight, sound,

smell, and touch.

lmageability
Purity

Environments which are unique, vital, vivid, and distinctive.

Environments which are ordered, simple structured, clean, alrcl u,ell-nrainlained.

Natural

character

Environments related

to nature by natural materials open air,

vegetation,

vtews.
Sense

of place and history Environmenls which have a strong sense of identity, whose histori,is sigrrificant and evident.

Comnrunity

needs lustice
Pluralisnr
Resource conservation
Econom;'

Equitable distribution of amenities and services to all population gro¡ps a¡cl a¡eas.
Tolerance of different life-styles, expressions, and lastes.
Consen'ation of natural, energy, atmospheric resources.
Low capital-costs for easily maintained and durable environmerrts.
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THE CTTY OF WINNIPEG

CURRENT ESTIMATES
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IIP&ü)ITT'RBS

Prnlg À¡tp RtcRtâlIOÙ
l9Et

r988

AcÈurl

r909
Budqct

L,7Ol,g27

L.612,228

Budq.t

t

I

Genc¡al

Àd¡lnl¡tratio¡

gcnlor ¡lànrgc¡.nt g¡rvlcc¡

l, 5lg,

Rrolon¡l p¡¡k¡ and Opcr¡tlon¡
Àrar I
Àr.a 2
Àrar 3
À¡aa

Àraa

r,5¡6,556

l.lts,g6?

¡,562,705
I ,021,0a5

I

5

t,256,053

Àr.¡ 6
Àdrlnl¡tr¡tlon

I , g3l, slE
106,283
673,673

Park Stcurlty

Ho.d Control

In¡cct CoDÈrol
Àr¡lnlboln¡ pårk Zoo
C.Ðt¡rlct
tororÈry
Dt¡tch lla Dl!cã3e
llor lculÈur.
Cycl. PâÈh Xalntenancc

50 3

6 t2, 909
I , 255, 103

2,271 , Sg0

391,38r

I,511,560
r,198,005
52t,071

Bncrgy Conr.rvätIon

03l
L.6L7,l12
l,152,669

999,6al

,8t0, 99r

l, 333, a¡ 2
l, gl2, 5gg

682.017

699,095

I , 231, ra6
1

57,g'l

13r,365

6t6,982

576,723

r , 125, glE

L

2,236,991

r,171,399
I,537,517

l,5g0, glg

1,251,160
5t7 ,793

te8,83t
tg,

052

19,205

-Ïãlfus,-E

510,

l7,

lll

L,5lO 1727
69t,393

_'7øõrî

11,685

g8g, 110

592, L26

636,072

1,516,09r
697 ,299

,2?g ,269

2,409,113
36r,370

351,035

6

al,6g5

1,652r 366

r r 255r

tr53l,ttl

576,960
50 ,038

PIannlng and Resou¡c¡¡

560, 300

l, 165r8l0

l8,l16

rTõ.¡l,5õr

ld¡lnl¡t¡at lon
PrctllÈ1.. Conrtructlon rnd X¡lntenånc.
8lt. Davolol¡nÈ

1,

t

662,635
r, 587,651

727 ,LOg

93, E58

3,r52,988

3,663,179

5,720,562

5,9E7,7rt

5,593, l15

5,

Rccr€atlon and Coúunltv park,

Clty Centr.-torÈ Roug.
6t. Jrr!-A¡¡Inlbol¡Lord g.lklrh-¡t rt Rlldonrn
Brrt trlldon!n-Irrnrconå
St. BoDlfrc¡-Bt. VlÈ¡l
À¡¡lnlbolor pàrh-lort crrry

ncglonal Racr.âÈton 6crvlcö¡

5,700,
ar

lll

56l, gl2

5,622,6?5

4,766,5Eg
ggg, g5g

5,I27,5I5

5,056,963

96lr 5gg
3,560,579

1,917,626
3,a15,007

l,a93,tgz

a, 71 2, glg
5,249.212
?,'tL6,292

723, 15 I

35,765,351

a.l3l,ra2
ar

J-ffiF
fotâI Ptrk! and Rccr¡¡tlon

a, lgg , agg

56 ,

059, 953

33 ,

5,312,633

55,819,693

58,979,099
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PROPOSÀT r

NEÎI ¡II¡¡NIPEG

operating exDenses in(

oert ci,aiqe;":"i; ;:i'r';"r:T,6t

annuar

ry.

ARENA

Pinaneing proposals

Profit and t,oss .l98l_1985

Financing proposals:
Construction Cost _ l9B0
DisposÀl of Existing Arena

s 2o ,

Net CosÈ
Federal Contribution
Provinclal Contribution

st8, 000 , ooo
5 ,000 , ooo
5,000 , o0o

Cost to City cf t.rinnipeg

Àmusenent

Year

Àrena Revenue
(

19

Bl

ì982
1983
t 984
198 5

Surolus

Ooerations

000)

sJ.,90l
2 to49

2,196
2,360
2,543

Tax
on

(000)
s1 ,3 s8

I ,437
I,520
I ,608

L

,70t

s543
612

-

676
752
442

on

Revenues

fron
(

s

Àrena

000)
330
366

402
438
484

000, ooo

2,o0o, ooo

-

S 8,00O,000

25ê leuy

on tickets

at -Àrena
(000)
s

3t6
329

342
355
369

Debt Cha¡oes

All

Revenues

(000)

sl,I89
I ,307
L,42o
1,545
1,695

@

tor

2l

vears

(000)
s 88t
881
881

88t
881

Surplus

(Defici t)
(

Cutnulatl!€

surplus

(Deficit)

000)
s 308

426
539
664
814

s

308

734

L.273
1,937

2,75I
H
t'.)

o\

PROPOSÀL 2

NE!{ I.'II¡NTPEG

Operating expenses increase by 5$ annuallv.
Debt charges - lOt 6ys¡ ?S years.

ARENÀ

Finanelnq ProposaLs

qrofit and Loss l9B1-I995

Financino pronosâIs¡:
Constructlon Cost - 19gO
Disposal of Exist-i.ng AEena

s 18,000,0o0

Cost to City of vtinnipeg

g

Surplus

Àrenå Revenue

I9 8I
1982
1983
1984
19 85

on

-T'õo)-

s1,901
2,o49

sr,358

2,L96

1,520

2,360
2,543

Tax

Operations

(0oo)

I,437

1

,5Og

I,?01

2

Net Cost
Federal Contribution
Provincial Contribution

Àmusenent

Year

000, 000
,000 , 000

s 20 ,

s543

6I2
676
752
442

on

Revenues

from Àrenã

--iõõo)

5,

2

11,000,000

250 !.evy

on tickets

at

Debt

Arena

-ioõõD--

s330
366
402
438
484

000 ,0o0

,000 ,000

s

'

316
329

342
355
369

sl,189
I ,307
1r420
1,545

I ,695

C.}larges

Q lor
25 vears

Surplus
(Deficit)

(000)

(000)

s1'212

q5 23)

!,2L2
I.212

t,2t2
1.2I2

95
208
333
483

Cumul,âtltè

Surplus

(DefÍcir)

(s

23t
72
2S0

613

I ,096

H
N)

\¡

!'ROPCSÀL

3

NFI' I.'IM¡IPEG

Cnerating exÞenses increase by 6t annuallv.
Debt charges - lot over 25 veêts.

ÀRE}¡A

Financing Proposals

¡rofit

and Loss 1981-1985

Financing Proposals:
Construction Cost - 1980
Disposal of Existing Àrena

s 20

Net Cost
Federal Contribution

s 20 ,000 ,000
5

Provincial Contribution
S

Àr¡uselîent
Year

Àrena EcDenses
(

I9 BI

s1,901

19 82

2,O49

I9B3
l9 84

2,196
2

1985

2,543

,360

000)

sl,358
I ,43'l

I,

520

I ,608
I ,701

on

Surolus

Revenues

--lõõõt-

-]õo)

on
OÞerati ons

5

fror¡

,000 , 000

2 , O00

Cost to City of winnipeg

Tax

,000 , 000

2Sê

,000

13,000,000

lew

on Èickets

at ¡\rena

Àrena

-

(oooi--

Debt eharoes

AIl

@tor
Revenues
( 000)

543

s330

612

s3l6

sr,l89

366

676

1,307

402
438
484

329
342
3s5
169

r,695

752
842

I,42O
1,545

25 vears
(000)

sr,l32

r,432

L,432
L,432
L,432

Surplus
(pefici r)
(

000)

(

s243)

( r2s)
( 12)
113

263

Cunulatiìè
Surplus

(pefici t)
s

243)
368)
380)
2671
4)

H
N)

æ
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TABTE

13.I I

CHENNCTIRISTICS OF ACTORS IN THE PLANNING PROCESS

Characteristics

Planner

lraining
Objeclives
Time horizons
Salary/time
Orientation
Approach
Responsibility
Authority
salary
ABe
lncome
Technical

TABLE 13.2

professional
Public interest
Long range
Full
Benefit
Sysrcmatic
No
No
Yes
-30
Middle

Decision

make¡

None
interest
Short range
parrial
Cosr
political
yes
yes
None
50+
High
Special

lndividual
None
Self_¡nterest

lmmediate

lntermittent
Cost

Emotional
No
No
None
30+
Low

| COnls oF ACTORS tN THE PLANNtNC PROCESS

Croup

Cr¡als or <lblcclives

Pridc'and s(¿tus
Cohesion and social belterment
comm

u

n¡ry decision ma

kers i"':ï:li:i,,i lå:ï#j,,i':iå::iJ;,

Bcautificati<¡n: aesthet¡c betterme¡-ri and balance
Ir¡crcasc in "culture"
Conrnrunit¡, bL'ilerrnenl: achiuvetìtcnt of the goocJ cit¡

Happiness rtr en joynrent
growlh alrd self-inrpn)vontcnt
rrrer¡t¿l hcalrlr

Personal

suppliers or pubtic

recrearir:n

Ëiìiïl:1.i:,T

lntegration and socialization
Citizcnshi¡t ¿¡.rd rlenrocratíc values
Croup intcrat tion and s<-rciability

users or pubric

rccrt:;iicn i:j,.ïlJltlïrl:rm¿l .lcs

a.tl suirounrlirrgs

Conrpclirion, reality testing, self.cvalu¿tion
\raricty, ex( ilenìcnt, challc.ngc
Sourccr Abstr¡flcd lror¡r ô ¡ev¡e$.ol the litcr¿lurc tj}' Cdn5. I957,
¡nd Cold, l97J
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MODEL FORMULA

general equflfbrlum case. The more recent theory of locatlon
starts wlth the nodlffcatlon and extension of the classÍcal sysÈem.
The baslc reference starts with rsard (1956), Hoover (1937, 1Þ4g),
Losch (1959), Alonso (1966) and Greenhut (1956). They focus on
the total transportatfon cosE except they lntroduce vãrlatlons 1n
1abor, power cost' etc., and intcrnal and external economies.
Kuhn and Keunne (1962) and Cooper (196S), etc., have proposed
algorlthms (to be reviewed later) for thfs extended vàrsion. Let
us brfefly state rsardrs mode1. He, 11ke l.ieber, assumes constantcoefficlent productfon functions, and uses a general spatlal
transformatlon functfon such as

0 (Yt,

, Yn, MoSo,
xK+1

'

HBSB,

x¡..2

'

.....'

....,

MjSj,

xr.r)

=o

(r)

wlrere Yr, .,...YK represent quantiÈies of various inputs other
tttan transport , M/\S^. . . . .l,fr Sr represent quantitles of various
transport inputs,'T*lt ...:.\
represent quantlties of varlous
outputs, Mr\, ¡fR, ,.Ì.it't, reprËsent the vrelghts of varlous raw
materlals,-'.r9"!n, SB, :....Sr represent the distances products
and raw material'd aré moved. "Assumlng thât total revenue and
costs on all inputs are fixed, the firmrs customary problem is
to maximlze profits.

V=-P'YI-P2YZ

PxYx-tÀMASA-.s\S¡

- tl\sr,

* PK*1xK*l " ".*

Prxr,

(2)

wlrere Pt_.P.2,...1P, are prlces and r^r ro ..... r, are transport
rates. -Th1õ maximïzation leacls to tfìe cBnditlonsL

tI _

d (If,s.)
J.t

tJ

ã-cF7

(¡fcSc) = constant

tr
tc

d (¡fcsc)
d (MIsI)

(t'rJSJ) = consranr

tJ

d

tc

d (HJSJ) (MISI) = consranr

(¡rcsc)

(3)
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Contlnuous Location Models

Á

The prlme examples of continuous location uodels derive from
the early ¡.¡ork of tleber (1926) discussed prevlously. This i.s knor¡n
as Èhe "generalized Lleber problem." cooper (1963) and Kuenne and
Kuhn (1962) consider rhis problem in whiãh the object ls ro locare
a single
on the plane in order to minimi,ze the
of the
(with fnrenslty of use) dÍstances to potenrfarsrm
weighted 'ource
userf.
Mathematlcally, this problem 1s Èo minimfze in x and
tlon

rrrr [ {*. -

xo)2

* (yi - tr)2]\

(7)

where (xr, yr) are the coordjnates of the demand points wlth
welghts wr, ,.rd xO and yO are the coordinaEes of the facility to be
located. The solution method is based on Ëhe first order conditions
of extrema ln classíca1 carcurus. An iteraEive procedure is proposed 1n which one starts wich a rr1a1 point xo and
r! ana computes

rhe

rrlal

dlsrances OT = r(x, - *!)2
Èlon the trla1 point 1s revíscd via:
tf

È!1

^p -LL
..Ltr

-

*i

ti

t 'r

F

,

Ji
w. v

.

)D
t

a1

J
di
r.r,
l-

1-1

ç-/s
- Lr
.È
d.

* Qi - rf,rrtt. Ar each irera_

'

'r

,t
d.

(8)

(e)

*l*11 and lvl
Thls procedurr: continues untl1 l*l
-p
'-P - vl*11
'p - P '
are sufflclently sma11. Cooper has demonstrated that the algorithm
converges qulte rapldly, rarely requiring more than ten iterations.
t'locationA more general form of this problem is knor¡n as the
facllone
than
more
locate
to
problem
aim
1s
where
the
a11ocat1on"
1ty. cooper (1967) has suggested heuristic methods v¡hich vierv the
problem as t\.7o lnterrelated sub-problems. The al1ocaÈÍon problem
1s merely finding the minimum cost allocaEion of de¡nand points to
the sources, which are temporarily fixed. The locatlon subproblem
flnds the optlmal locaElons using ttìe lterative procedure (8) and
(9) with respect to the current allocatlons. The procedure alternates between these Èwo subproblems unEÍ1 the locaclons and the
allocatlons converge.
Otlrer researclrers, such as Irancis (1963), and Wesolowslli ar:d
(1971 ), have considered a variatiorl of the generalized Weber
problern in which instead of euciiCjan distancesr rectangular distances are used. Ttlís is probably a rrore appropriate measure in
metropolitan settings where tlle arLeries of transPortation are
usually perpendicular to one another.

l,ove
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The authors lncorporate three addltlonal computatlon
savlng
devices, ca11ed "simplÍficatlons."
Since repe¿ted
be made to these later in Èhe sectÍon, we dlscuss reference will
these next.

simpllflcation 1 computes a 10wer bound on the cost
. , . of solutlons
t1a1
wittr y1 = 1 vs. y1 = O, ÍeK2. If thfs differenbound ls
found to be non-negative at . io¿",'all ihe soî,.rtions-ritt-yî":
6'
can be elimlnated from furth". .or,"id"ratlon.
Thls is computed as:
Ár.

=

rj

-

}rax {fr11

,
kcKlfK2

oJ - fi
- "i-j,
¡J
"k,
"j

kli
rn the sunìmation eacll term can be lnterpreted
as the mlnimum
penalty for not using I for a partlcular
j.
2 attempts Eo reduce the number of customers
, . , slmp4ficatl0rl
whiclr
can be served Trom an 1cK2. lf j ls such
that ùin c, . <c. - .
keK, KJ - 1J'
it can be removecl from p.,.as in tlre optirnal solution j will
never
be served frc¡n i, ever) if it rna¡, ìre open. Reducing
-- p.
'i
for ieK, strengtlrens the lower tounds; fortherrnorã, the sizes of
.i = I, yi = 0 Ín the optimal solution.
"1,.;;;;;
3 compuLes an upper
.. . _limp1Ífication
on the cosË differen_
tial
betwel".yi = O-s. y = t for is'X2. bound
lf rl¡is Lrr¡ur,d is found to
be non-positive, then y. = 0. The bour,<l is ccnpu
ted as :
a, = rj r'rax {}rin .kj =
o} - f

"

keK,

Slmilarly, each term in the
tion in lhe cosr ror nakrnc
those 1n K1.

"i5,

,.

summatío

r,;iii;;"r:;;':;:irïl"oT:.::åïlr;:.i:-

At each node these simplifications .." applÍed
ln a cycllc
ner unt11 the parËial assignment 1s completely
sirnplified, i.e.,

man_

all
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MODEL FORMULA CON'T

ÂÍ .o and Qi>O.
Khr-mawala (7972) has been able to lmprove the computational
efficiency of the Efroymson and Ray (1966) algorírhur by observing
Èhat the performance of. the algorithm criticaily depends on Èhe
rule by l¡hich y-variables are selected for branthrn!. AfËer exËenslve experi-mentation, he has demonstrated that the iule which
chooses tt¡e varlable v¡ith the largest e1 performs best. usÍng this
rule he has been able ro solve quite la;ge problems r^¡ith reasonable
effort. A very recent and successful approach to (p1) is given by
Erlenkotter (1978) who uses a tighter formulatíon of (p1) __ onu in
whlch Eq. (12) are replaced by:

( y,
x..
-1
1l
-

i = 7,2,

.

, ni

j = 1,2, ..., r,

This formulatlon is equlvalent to (pl) for ai1 integer y's, but its
relaxatíon usually results in an arr integer soruti.n, thereby completely solving the sub-problem,
2. capacltated Faciliil' !,ocation - tlrese models place a limitation on the volume of acË1v1ty tirac can take place at an esE.ar¡lished facilÍty.
Although this may seem ro be a relatively
modifÍcatlon in (P1), ics impact on the sorution rnerhodololyminor
is nontrivial.
The capacicated facility rocation problem can be formulated as follows:
Min
-1
(P2 )

t'j t'j *,j * rlrili
0,, (
x..
1l = D.I

rj *ri I sivi

(13)

j =1 ,2r...r

f't

(t+¡

i=1

m,

(1s )

,2, ...r

rn this fornulation D. and s- represent demands and capacitíes,
*rj nor'r represenr* rhe aécuar amount shipped from i to j raËlrer
lld
than Ëhe proporËion of j's demand. Otl¡er notation is as in (pl).
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CUiI4ULATIV[ FIi!Ai{CIAL RESULTS
OF FIRST FIVE YEARS OF OPERATION
tgBt - r9B5
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1. Planning and policy analysis: Dimensions

Dimension

1. Generic

vs.

substantive focus

739

for comparison

Trends of convergerrce/

Planning

Public policy analysis

Historic roots in urban physical
planning: in'50s-'60s"generic explosion."
Today, concurrent mixture
of generic and substantive

divergence

Claims to be generíc, applying
to any domestic, national,
foreign or defense problem.
P¡oblem of extent of
emphasis on training in some
substantive area.

views of the profession.

Trend toward
convergence as plarrrrirrg
becarne more gerreric
('70s). Possible crossro¡rls

in 'B0s-some calls lor
reiection of "conterrtless" planning.

2. Stage in the
planning/policy
making process

Traditional emphasis on design
of solutions, innovation.
Later, emphasis on analysis

Less emphasis

on design.

Some convergence rvith
persist¡ng difference.

Emphasis on analysis and

comparison of alternatives

and cornparison of alternatives.

and impacts.

Recent aclded focus on

Recenl awareness of
implementation needs;
direct involvement.

implc.'irentation needs plus
dire ' ,nvolvement in

less

lmplernen tat ion.

3. Complexity and
time range

Often deals with complex,

Tends to deal with simpler,

multi-sectoral problems;

Some co¡rver gerrce rvitlr
persistirrg diff erence.

uni-sectoral problems.
Usually takes short or

"intangibles" arrd uncertainty.
Tradition of long-range view.
' N4ore concern recently also
with sectoral policies, more
middle- and short-range

middle range view.

emplrasis.

4. Rationality, analytic
and quantitative
tech niques

Rise and denlise of, and

ambivalence about, the
rational-synoptic model.
Consiclerable use of
quantitative nrethods, scicntific
analysis. Yet recent (luest¡oning of positivist social science.

Rational ap¡rroach is central to

policy choice.
Paramounl emphasis on
analytic and quantitative

Past corrvergerìce rf': Use
of analytic techrriqtres.

Recenl 6r orving
divergence (at least in
"planning theory").

techniques (cost-benefit
analysis, statistical decision

models, some operat¡ons
research).

lnstitut ionaliza t ion,
prof essionali-

zation

6.

Range

of roles

(a) lnstitutionalized at local and
regional level; sonre
national legislatíon in
certairr substarrtive areas
(e.g., environnrerrl)
(b) Prolessiorral tradition. Some
currenl lrerrds to
deprof essionalize
Wicle diversity of roles:

o adviser to governmental
off icia ls;-a na lyst

. advocate for constituency
r community organizer
. coordinator & facilitator of
communication
deliverer of goods/services

¡
¡ implementor of policies
within agencies

(a) Âctivity exists in some
agencies at federal and
state level. A few
beginnings at local level.

(b) "Policy analyst" becoming
job title.

More linritecl rarrge of roles:

¡
.
¡

stafl adviser lo governmental officials

contraclor for research
consultant

Possible additional roles:

o community consultant

.

cit¡zen as leader

(a) Some converßerìce
(competition) ar local
level.

(b) lncreasirrg
a

conrpetition.

Only' partial overla¡r;
Possible corìvergence
(increasirrg conìpetition)
since public policy
analysis may inclurJe

additional roles.

t40

fable 1. Contìnued
Dimension

7. Definition of
client/
const ¡l uency

Planning

Traditional normative
res¡ronsibiliry to "ult¡mare

client:" allegiance to "public
interest." Conrmitment to
direct participation.
ln ntany roles, rJirect
interaction with local residents.
Yet-growirrg recognition of
neecJ to respond clirectly to

Public policy analysis

Trends of convergence/
divergence

Client defined as employer,
contractor. decision maker.
Legitimacy of goals through
market or representation. L¡ttle
direct irrteraction with affected
populations. Some recent calls
for "analyst as advocate."

lncreasing divergence re:
some planning modes
(learning, radical, critical,
transactive).
Some convergence re:
other planning modes

l)irect clients

Divergence re: many
planning modes (radical,
critical, advocacy,

(analyst).

decision nlaker.

8.

Ethics, ideologies,
va

I

ues

Vâlue neutrality not promoted

in many planning nrotles.
Nc¡rmal ive cr>mllritnlent to

part¡cular values (equity,

opportunities for
d isad va n

tagerl).

ln some planning nrodesconrmitnrent to radical social
change. Education in etllics
takes important place.

as source of

values. Ethics as criterion for
choice atnong alternatives (e.g.,

benefit-cost plus "equity").
No particular social
philosophy or ãllegiance to
particUlar values promoted.
Crowing awareness of
et h ics.

transactive, even

fornralized ethics code).
Possible partial convergence in future if
public policy analysis
expands view of ethics.
social roles.
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